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INTRODUCTION FOR READERS OF THE FINAL REPORT 1

4.

This volume contains three units for American history, American studies,
and/or American literature courses. The Project staff with its concern for
environmental values wanted to provide materials which would find theik Way
into the mainstay courses in social studies (American history) and English
(American 21
due to litera
dents and had

rature). The staff decided to use literature in the materie l
re's emotion, pathos, and subtleties which would engage stu-
an impact on the development of analytical inquiry skills, as ,

well as upon personal value development,

Each unit begins with an analytical model to test out the values and
lifestyle dispositions in the reading selections. As students work through
the three units, the analytical model becomes more complex and demanding.
The model is applicable to the analysis of lifestyles and values in the
students' world as well as in literature.

Teachers' reaction to the instructional. units was mixed. Middle schOol
teachers found that reading level considerations left them out - -and this was
by design. Secondary school social studies teachers (teaching civics, American
history, geography, etc.) were novices in dealing with environmental education.
Their concern was with incorporating environmental education within extant
courses, and they saw the literature units as too far a field fiom the convention.
The units, from their perception, demanded too much time away from "covering"
various historical periods, regions, and political structures which were the
normal topics in texts and for students.

The few social studies teachers in high schools who used the materials
reported problems occasioned by reading level, reading length, and trying to
teach the units in too rapid a sequence. Thus, it was hard to sustain student
interest throughout the series of three units. They reported that the first
unit went well. The second contained the most Interesting readings and the
most useful model. The third unit found the student overwhelmed by the approach!

School systems or teachers electing to use these units should make the follow-
ing revisions: 1) space the units out during the academic year, so that students
study many other topics using other approaches between using the three units,
2) shorten the longer reading selections by skillful editing: 3) control the
reading level by editing, by replacing more difficult words, and/or by using
vocabulary 11stsi and 4) consider omitting some reading selections rather than
use all of those presently included.

The staff remains, convinced that the units, when reworked, will be useful
in environmental education. However, teachers must .he skilled in using American
studies type approaches to classroom instruction.

The three units in this volume are:

L
1. AMERICAN LIFESTYLES AND THE ENVIRONMENT: Colonial & Early Republic
2. AMERICAN LIFESTYLES AND THE ENVIRONMENT:

1880-1920
Swinging into a New. Century,

3. AMERICAN LIFESTYLES AND THE ENVIRONMENT: Present & Futuristic Lifestyles

3
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All that we ean'pridici with certainty is that
the central isnue of the twenty-first century, as it
is'of this one, will be the struggle to assert
human values and to achieve their ascendancy in a mass,
:technological society. It will be the dtruggle to
place men to a healthy relationship with his natural
envir7nment; to place him in command of, rather than
subservient to, the wondrous technology be is creating;
an! to give hits the breadth and depth of understanding
which can result in the formation of a world culture,
embracing and nurturing within its transcending char-
octeriStics the diverse cultures of today's world.

- John I. Goodlad

aAgf141.7,

I. A TALK WIFE TEACURAS 111-3
2. COLCMAL AND EARLY REPUBLIC iii - Il
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4. PRESRNT AND FUTURE ti
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AMERICAN LIFE-STYLES AND TNEENVIRONMENT:

AWARENESS. MARINO._ COMMITMENT

"Cheshlre-ftss,"-filleel began. . . "Would
pee tell me, please, which way I ought to
go-from here?"

"That depends a good deal on where you
want to get-to," said the Cat.

--Lewis Carroll, Alice i« n Wonderland ,OP
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Educators have long recog- va.st
,- . "1

.
a- . si . .. / .1 .7",,

niied the importance of cleastoom 24k..A ,
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decision -making as a conceptual key a .e7 ......-

to effective teaching. If social - 1° .
.1 , I.. .-..

education is to ce more than were ! f .. . ......7,4t.
>
it ... .""

repetition of facts and the absorption -,.:,,-
of limitea data-connected skills, it

tt °-, ..." ;7 . 1:4. . p

- /..1 , )
... )' .

demands students And teachers capable
I, -,-...... -... ;11. 1-c--,, A`

...., ..----- .-- 'ilkof advocating positions, making choices, e'v 4,- ,. ./ ,(.4' a . .,t
..". -

11,..ded. "2 ; i /tr1:10/ 'Sr. \ . . ..

and acting based upon commitments. if

the oject of social education is the
devel4ment of effective citizens, then
students need to discover decision-making
models which as Shirley Engle and Wilma
Longstreet observe,

...are more consistent, more powerful,
more consciously held, and more
flexible than would have been
possible without [fermi* social
edtzationl. . . . The Oh of
education is to bring /the
model-makins process out into
the open and to imp4ve
the quality of the
models which we useiin
interpreting new
situations.*

The social studies

,0

1
classroom is an ideal.

"

*Shirley Engle and Wilms 4r12411114k
/0

.1
.

'

,
Longstreet, Towark au t
WL% CorricOusi (brew York: Lif .'" ; :t

. Ik . .

harper & Row, 1972) - ca.)40a... 11
&;.
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to develop such model-building competencies as students conircit nea
social realities and try to make mending of them. lloWevero'ihere
teachers and their students have sought to make meaning of social
phenomena and to conduct decision-making activities, they have tended
to employ a rational deCision-making model, or one of many adaptations.
Rational decision - making calls for individuals to establish *precisely
the goals they want to achieve, lay out the alternative courses of
action, predict with reliability thd consequences of each alternative,
and, then, the decision comes down to a simple choice of that alternau
tive (with its consequences) that gets closest to the desired goal.
at the least "cost."

A political scientist, Robert A. Dahl, has delineated the rational
model in the following terms:*

*Robert A. Dahl, Modern Political Analysis (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969), pp. 101-102.

111-4
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The rationai:decisibn-makinv node], assumes many things,,ihcludins
our ability, as humans, to make.carefulspredictione and our willingness..:
to pursue specific :77,on141 aver: tine. fkiteni-Aportant, it assumes that
men live by attained an!! thus, omitsmeny features of our comnon
humanness.from the decisions by:Ta.ich we.tivesour lives:: Imihere does
this nodel raise questions aliout our Ilholehess as menu -the-totality
of the enterprise called 'life- with its aspirations, meaninss, and
conmitnehts. It seems to elevate the securing of bread with the living
of life, a cost-benefit.analysis'of securine.s used car with an
existential decision on one's lifestyle. '

Decision-makinR on the sicnificant issues of life does not first
involve questions of "goals but rather asks 'Mat do we want life to beV

111-5



As Paul Siars observed:

Liviig is not a matter of attaining "goals" -- but a matter of learning
whoiweare and, with Alice, knowing where we vent to go. These questions
yield answers which provide meaning and commitments upon which we as

. humans may build an enduring life-style. -And it is within this framework
that the following units involve students in -the understandins of alternative
life-styles during three broad eras of the American experience.

e

*

Considering alternative life-styles with an eye toward environmental
education raises special concerns not unrelated to the overemphasis upon
rational decision-making. Social studies instruction and environmental
education have rlaced emphasis upon ''know -what" (factual knowledge) and
"know-hou" c,intellectual competencies; inquiry skills). But the direCting
of the human enterprise is more than this. Man must come to grips with
problems of value and ultimately with the meaning of his existence. The
analytical, detached style of knowing "what" and "how" -- the quest for
reliable description, explanation, and prediction -- teaches a skepticism
and objectivity for a succepe-driven, isolated self. It spawns a mani-
pulative mentality; know for what? -- to act, to intervene, to manage and
control.

While the technological revolution made man the master and wrought
Wait Rostowss."Age of High 'Sass Consumption," it was at the cost of his
humanness-lalsocial-form and custom. As man dominated nature, he lost
his feeling.for. life.** The tree was a thins -- a resource to be
manipulated. The plain was a thing -- to be crossed with a highway, Jotted
by cloverleaves. The tree was not reality -- but a part of perception
which disposed men to act toward it as resource. This stands in stark
contrast to the words of a California Indian'woman:

* In Paul Shepard and Daniel EeXinley, editors, The Subversive Science,

(Boston: Houghton, Aifflin Company, 1969), pp.77-93.'

**hyron B. Bloy, Jr., "The Counter Curriculun: A SpiritualTamomomyof Higher
E4ucation," Commonweal, October 3, 1969, pp. 3-12.

***Dorothy Left, Freedom and Culture tEnglewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
.

Hall, Inc., 1959),
111-6 9



The same view 'of man in nature tic found inthe words of Chief Joseph
of t4eUezPeeces:* '

The important decisions we live are not the products oe"rational
decision-makidgbut the ones through whichtwe establish- meaning and
commitmentin our liveh. TheIndians' answers to life's existential
questions (Who am .11 Why do'reitiet?) were expressed in -(heir .life-i:
styles.j.Pur snorers in thO'latter half-of the%Twentieth Century ..re
also eipiessed.in our lifestyles, and many, manypersuns have,quelttioned,
the real meaning of those-lifestr.es for our survival and. our humanness.
What do our lifestyleS reflect about our' answers to..these questions?:

What is the innate character of human nature?

W.hat
reiition beivieen-men and nature?

4.4f. ,.
14

T-100.4 the temporal fnus-of human life? .

J
..46t dhlelasic modality of human.life?-.,

7ita ner.lz rtIttionship to.other men? .

7nvIronmental education must, it seens, invoke such existential
questions,tongage persons in reflection upon ti-eir own nearing., and
commitLeitii,"to inquitd-on the congruence among meanings and comitments
on the one hand, and lifestyle behaviors-prt the other.. This is necessary
becausel.the anyironrental crisis, so much discussed in our time, is
basically a dorIVerisis involving our vieWs of-ourselyei, our place in
nature, =1 or relations to_all"livinlY. things.

,

*Dee Brown Bury _Ix neett at "Ounded Knee, (New York: Holt, Rinehar,.4
Winston, h7577-
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Tke three lifestyle units in this series are designed for American
history courses so that students may reflect upon map's relationship
with the environment in a very broad, philosophical way. As curriculum
designers and teachers we would like each student using the units to
confront the lifestyle described in each 'reading, to feel'and experience
(empathize) with the central characters in that lifestyle description,
to analyze the lifhstyles employing the model'included in each unii,
introdUction, to interact with their class colleagues (including teachers)

dy ,in an effort to clarify, reflect, and share responses to each lifestyle,'
and finally, to tut4 the meaning and implications= back upon themseTves,
to-reflect upon the significance of a lifestyle for self and foi one's
relationship to thil natural world -- body, mind, and milieu. 'What
does the lifestyle imply fox, personal concerns about iaenZity, self -
realization, and one's own creative }performance in life and in nature?

Three basic questions always remain, to bt raised when
considering various lifestyles: What? (awareness, comprehension),
So wheel' (the meaning of it-for self, and for others), and
Now what? (what should I/others do now?)*

The specific models presented for lifestyle analysis build
sequentially from the first to the final units. Ths-f t unit employs
a model from the works of anthropologist Clyde Kluckholm which shows
an ideational relationship between goals, values, and c fitments

("ultimate concerns," existential values). The second it pmploys a
creative process model draw; from the brilliant works of a landscape
architect -- Lawrence Halprin, who sees human performance in life as
a Creative process involving RSVP Cycles (Resources, Valuaction, Scores,
and Performance). The final unit employs a set'of key questions from
a variety of sources, designed specifically for lifestyle analysis for
environmental education. Once the students have mastered the models
on the readings, presented, it is especially appropriate to dcpw on the
list of additional sources in each unit so that individuals or small
groups may explore more and diverse lifestyles in that era of time.

UNIT I COLONIAL AND EA MY REPUBLIC

UNIT II .97MING LITO A HET/ CErTUPN (1839-1920)

niT III PREONT AND FUTURISTIC LIFESTYLES

*Terry Borton. Reach, Touch, Teach (; +e York: McGraw-Rill. )970), p.37.

III
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AMERICAN LIFESTYLES AND THE ENVIRONMENT: Volume II

COLONIAL AND EARLY REPUBLIC LIFESTYLES

prepared by

ij

Rodney F. Allen
Daniel M. Ulrich
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We need new knowledge, new perceptions, new
ittitudes...iWe seek nothing less than a basic
reform in the way our society looks at problems
and makes decisions.... It is also vital that
our entire society develop a new understanding
and a new awareness of man's relation to his
environment....

Richard M. Nixon, 1971

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROJECT.
The Florida State University

426 Hull Drive
Tallahassee, Florida 32306
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1. INTRODUCTION: Getting at the Meaning of Lifestyles

(One] problem with our interpretation of the word
"environment" is its comprehensiveness. "Environ-
ment" includes everything "from the skin out,"
according to one witness. In one sense, the
breadth of the term "environment" is helpful, for
it underlines the fact that we are today concerned
with the complex, total system of the planet. In

the past, national issues similar to those we now
lump together under the environment label were

-narrower-iri-focus indicated by the labels "con-
servation," "wilderness," and "nature." "Environ-
ment" refers to "man and his relationship to all
living things," and includes not only the natural,
world--as we are often inclined to interpret it--
but also the man-built world. '

Irving Morrisset and Karen
B. Wiley, in The Environmental
Problem

All life exists in an environment, including our own life as humans.
Fortunately or unfortunately, men not only exist in the.natural environ-
ment but make their own environments from classrools and bathrooms, to
banks and hospitals, to villages and cities. Many writers feel that we
as humans have not done a verr=good,job in making our man-made environ-
ments and, worse, that we have fouled up the natural environment to such
a degree that we now threaten our own survival as men on Spaceship Earth.
The air over many of our cities is filthy, adversely affecting the health
of citizens. Automobiles and industries spew pollutants into the air,
while cities,-industries, and farmdispOge_Of wagres-at " -low cost" -by --------
drainage_Into-streamsrtaktNTIRa rivers so that the wader, upon which
all life depends, is threatened. Even the oceans have-not been safe from
human wastes. Men have ripped at the earth for coal and minerals, scarred
the landscape, and'wasted natural beauty and other resources. Men have
clawed at the earth to build roadways and harbors, dam rivers and erect
cities which have become megalopolises.

tteanwhile, in building our own environments, we-have often made them
without regard to our needs as human.beings. Classrooms are boxes. Schools .

are like egg cartons. Suburban houses are look -alike squares on postage
stamp late, huddled together on land the developer bulldozed clear so he
might sqUeeze more houses upon an acre of land. In our cities, dbettos
house many of the nation's poor in crowded conditions which seem to promote

111-14
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Daddy.what did
you do in the war
against pollution?

despair and aggression. More affluent workers, sleeping in the
suburbs, seem called upon to flood the central city with automobiles
each morning, absorbing land in roads and parking lots which might be
better spent in parks in playgrounds.

These are but a few of the issues involving the natural and man-
made environments in which we live our lives. The key question is
Why do/did these problems ariie? How do we explain the behavior of
human beings who despoil their own netts? Bar their own happiness?
Endanger their own survival? Two quotations May not provide answers,
but-do indicate the nature and the seriousness of'-the questions:

11145



Man...knows that the world evolves and that he evolves
with it. By changing what he knows about the world,
man changes the world that he knows; and by changing
the world in which he lives, man changes himself.
Changes may be deteriorations or improvements; the
hope lies in the possibility that changes resulting
from knowledge may also be directed by knowledge..,.

TWO-Ma-us- Dobzhansky,
Mankind Evolving

Harrison Brown, The Challenge of Man's .suture
(New York: Viking Press, 195437 T1R%
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Theenvironmentalcrisisandman'ssurvivalintimesoLchange
seem to hinge upon man's understanding of himself and his ability to
shape lifestyles appropriate to survival and to attaining his human-
ness in both the natural and the man-made environment. Men in various
environments have been able to-shape lifestyles to survive and to find
meaning which defined his humanness in life itself.- The Eskimo in the
north, the Bushman on a South-African desert-, the Bedouin in his arid
homeland, the man of the tropics, and his!brothers in more temperate
zones.

But what of. man in America? What lifestyles have evolved or have
been brought to our continent and what have these lifestyles wrought for
man and the land, as they interacted throughout our history? The
nomadic Indian on the plains, the Amish farmer tucked in the fertile
hills of Pennsylvania, the gold digger rushing to California in two
centuries, the industrialist opening factories along New England's .

rivers, the Southern planter owning both acres and persons, the frontiers-'.
man, the sailor, and the tradesman all lived a lifestyle which -had its
impact on how they built their man-made environment.

This unit offers you an opportunity to analyze several early .

American lifestyles to learn more about the commitments and human -

aspirations whith affect the lifestyles people have lived and to reflect
upon the interaction between lifestyle and the environment -- natural and
man-made. You are going to seek an answer to the question: Given all
of the -possible-lifestyles -which-man-might-choose-to-live- on _eart_h,i ch
are the most consistent with his real interests?

One way to analyze alternative lifeatxleefromthe American pabi
and present anefuturez7is,to draw upon theideas of an ;
anthropologist,.C1 uckholm. .Discuaiing-human-lifegityles, Kluckholm
focuses upon human values. e identifies the goali'then:pUrsue in their:.:
daily livei, the values they express about what they think4iiirand--others

- ought to do, and the commitments men make that give meaning-t6l.ifeand
forwhich they are willing to give their

What I/Other men value'ultimately.
'Commitments, ultimate:.Concerns,
answering questions of "Who-am I?.
What is the meaning of life? Why
do I, does the, world exist? etc."

What I/other men want.
[Goals]

20

What I/other men ought to want.
[Ideals, Yadnesi



In looking for men's goals, values, and commitments, Kluckholm searches
for the consistency between these three factors and for how they are
each expressed in human behavior-.(lifestyle). We are concerned about
how these three factors add up in human behavior to a lifestyleind.what
that lifestyle orientation means for man's dealing witH nature and the
environment he makes. The following questions will help you analyze
the lifestyle descriptions which follow.

What is being described in the reading? Re-read and make certain you under-
stand the description and its set-
ting in time and place.

What goals are persons pursuing? What Goals may be stated or implied- -
are they doing? where you will have to infer

possible goals.

What reasons are offered for pur-
suing these goals or what reasons
can you infer?

What do these goals and the reasons
for pursuing,them indicate about what
the persons vatne? To what are they
committed?

Again, try to get.at the reasons
why persons pursue the goals and
how you can explain behavior by
men's motives, plans, hopes, fears,
etc. .

Men don't simply pursue goals, the
goala tell, us something about their
values (what they think they or
others ought to do) and the commit-
ments they have at the most ultimate
level (Who am I? Why am I hare?
For what would I give my life ?)

If the reading offers information on
such ultimate commitments, do you
see conflicts among the goals, values,
and commitments?

What are the implications of this
lifestyle for man's relationship
with nature? for the kinds and
quality of man-made environments?

OK. Let's turn each analysis back
on you and your lifestyle. What does
each lifestyle mean to you as you live
your life? Does it,help you live?
to understand? to appreciat,1 to

change?

2t
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2. ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES

A. Factory, Charles Dickens

The ramous Eng1ish author, Charles Dickens, travelled to America in the
early 19th century and wrote a very controversial book about the Young Re-
public. In the passage below, he describes the lifestyle of factory girls
at Lowell, Massachusetts. Apply the model to both the girls' lifestyle and

to Dickens' reactions.

I was met at the station at Lowell by a gentleman in-
timately connected with the management of the factories
there; and gladly putting myself under his guidance, drove
off at once to that quarter of the town in which the works, the
object df my visit, wore situated. Although only just of age
for if my recollection serve me, it has been a manufacturing
town barely enearidtwentyysareLowell Is a large, populous,
thriving place. Those. indicatives of its youth which firat
attract the eye. give it a quaintness and oddity of character
which, to a visitor from the old country, is amusing enough.
It was a very dirty winter's daY, and nothing in the whole
town luokod old to me, except the mud, which in some parts
WAS Almost krreedeep, and might have Do fed theses,
on the subsiding of the waters after the Deluge. In one place,
them was a new wooden church, which, having no steeple, and
being yet unpainted, looked like an enormous packing-ease
without any direction upon it. In another there was a large
hotel, whnee walls and colonnades were so crisp, and thin,
and slight, that it had exactly the appearance of being built
with coeds. I was careful not toArawory breath as we passed,
and trembled when I saw a workman comenut upon the roof,
lest with one thoughtless stamp of his foot he should_crush
the structure beneath him, and bring it rattling down.
very river that moves the machinery in the mills (for they are
all worked by water povier). seems to acquire s new character
from the fresh buildings of bright red brick and painted wood
among which it takes its course; and to be as light-headed,
thoughtless, and brink a young river, in its murmurings and
tumblinge, se on 3 would desire to see. One would swear that
every " Bakery," "Grocery," and " Bookbintery," and -other
kind of store, to->k its shutters down' for the first time, and
started in business yesterday. The golden pestles and mortars r --
fixed as signs upon the sun-blind frames outside the Drug-
gists', appear to have been just turned out of the United -

States' Mint; and when I saw a baby of some week or ten
days old in a woman's arms at a street corner, I found myself
unconsciously wondering where it tame from : never supped-
Mg for an instant that it could have been born in -such a
young town as that

Theis are 'wend factories in Lowell, each of which belongs
to what we shonld term a Company of Propristore, but what

they eall in America a Corporation. I wont over several of
these ; such as & woollen factory, a carpet factory, and a cotton
factory: examined them in every part ; and saw them in their
ordinary woiking aspect, with no preparation of any kind, or
departure from their ordinary everyday proceedings. I ma7
add that I am well acquainted with our manufacturing towns
in England, and have visited many mills in Manchester and
elsewhere in the same manner.

I happened to arrive at the first factory just as the dinner
hour was over, and the girls were returning to their work ;
indeed the stairs of the mill were thronged with them ae I
amended. Tberwere all well dressed, but not to my thinking
above their condition : for I like to me the humbler classes

.

4.

41' Reprinted from Charles Dickens, American Notes (London: uxfordAkiversity
1957), pp. 65-70.
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of moiety carefurof their dress and appearance, and even, if
they please, decorated with such little trinkets as come with-
in the compass of their means. Supposing it confined with
in reasonable limits, I would always encourage this kind of
pride, as a worthy element of self-respect, in any person I
employed; and should no more be deterred from doing so,
because 'odes wretched female referred her fall to a love of
dress, than I would allow my construction of the real intent
and meaning of the Sabbath to be influenced by any warning
to the tplldisposed, founded on his backslidings on that
particular day, which might emanate from the rather doubt.
ful authority of a murderer in Newgate.

These girls, as I have said, were all well dressed: and that
phrase necessarily includes extreme cleanliness. They bad
serviceable bonnets, good warm cloaks. and 'bawls ; and were
not above clogs and pattens. Moreover, them were places in
the mill in which they could deposit these things without
injury; and them were conveniences for washing. Tbey were
healthy in appearance, many of them-remarkably so, and
had the manners and deportment of young women : not of
degraded brutes of burden. If I had seen inone of those
mills (but I did not, though I looked for something of this
kind with .a sharp eye), the most lisping, mincing. affected,
and ridiculous young creature that my imagination could
suggest, I should have thought of the careleti, moping,
slatternly, degraded, dull reverse hate seen that), and
should have been still well pleased to look upon her.

The rooms in which they worked, were as well ordered as
themselves. In the windows of some, them were green
plants, which were trained to shade the glass; in all, there
was as much fresh sir, cleanliness, sed'' comfort, as the
nature of the occupation would possibly admit of Out of
so large a number of females, many cif whom were only
then just verging upon Womanhood, it may be reasonably
supposedthat some were delicate and fragile in appearance:
no doubt there were. But I solemnly declare, that from all
the crowd I saw in the different factories that day, I cannot
recall 'or separate one young face that gave me a painful
impression; not one foung girl whom, assuming it to be
matter of necessity tbat she should gain her daily bread by
the labour of her hen ls, ',would have Removed from those
works if I had had the power.

They reside in various boarding.houses near at band. The
owners of the mills are particularly careful to allow no persons
to enter upon the possession of these houses, whose characters
have not undergone the most searching and thorough inquiry.

Any complaint that -is road* against them, by the boarders,
or by any one else, is fully investigated; and if good ground
of complaint be shown to exist again* them, they are
removed, and their occupation is handed ever to some niers
deserving person. There are a few children employed -in
them factories, but not many. The laws of the State forbid
their working mom thin nine months in the year, and require
that they be educated during the other three` For this
purpose them are schools in Loren ; and there are churches
and chapels of various pervasions, in 'which- the young
women may observe that form or worship in which they
have been educated.

At some -digests). from the factories, sad on' the higliest
and pleasantest ground in the neighbourhood, Sandi their
hospital, or boardinghouse for the sick : is the.best house
in Chose parts, and was built by an eminent merchant for
his own residence. Like that institution et Boston, which I
have before described, it is not parcelled out into wards, but
is divided into convenient chambers, each of which has all
the comforts of a very comfortable home". The principal
medical attendant resides under the same roof ; and were
the patients members of his own family, they could"not be
better cared for, or attended with greater gentleness and
consideration. The weekly charge in this establishment for

. each' &mile *kat is three dollars, or- twelve shillings
English ; but no girl employed by any of -the corporations
is ever excluded for want of the means of payment. That
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from the fact, that in July, 184no fewer than nine hundred
and seventy-eight of these girls were depositors in ale Lowell
Savings Bank : the amount of whose joint savings was
estimated at one hundred thousand dollars, or twenty
thousand English pounds.

I ,am now going to state three fact* which will startle
a large class of readers on this side of the Atlantic, very
much.

Firstly, there is a joint-stock piano in a great mane of
the boarding-houses. Secondly, nearly all these young ladies
subscribe to circulating libraries. Thirdly, they have got up
among themselves a periodical called THE LOWELL OFFEEInG,
"A repository of original articles, written exclusively by
females actively employed in thi mills,"which is duly
printed, published, and sold ; and whereof I brought away
from Lowell four hundred good solid pages, which I have
read from beginning to end.

The bilge class of readers, startlecby these facts, will
exclaim, with one voice, " How very preposterous r On my
deferentially inquiring why, they will answer, "These things
are above their station." In reply to that objection, I would
beg to ask what their station is.

It is their station to work. And they do work. They
labour in these mills, upon an average, twelve hours a day,
which is unquestionably work, and pretty tight work too.
Perhaps it is above their station to indulge in such amuse-
ment., on any terms. Are we "quite sure that we in England
have not formed our ideas of the "station" of working people,
from accustoming ourselves to the contemplation of that class
as they are, and not as they might be? I think that if we
examine our-own feelings, we shall find that the pianos,and
the circulating libraries, and even the Lowell Offering, startle
us by their novelty, and not by their bearing upon any
abstract question of right or wrong. --

For myself, I know no station in which, the occupation
of today cheerfully done and the occupation of tomorrow
cheerfully looked to; any one of these pursuits is not moat
humanising and laudable. I know no station which is
rendered more endurable to the person in it, or more safe
to the person out of it, by having ignorance for its associate.
I know no station which hp a right to monopolise the means
of mutual instruction, improvement, and, rational entertain-
meat ; or which has ever continued to be a station very long,
after seeking to do se.

Of the merits of the Lowell Offering as a Merry pro-
duction, I will only observe, putting entirely out of sight the
fact of the articles having Leen written by these girls after
the arduous labours of the day, that it will compare
adosulegeouslr-with a great many English Annuals. It is
pleasant to find that many of its Tales are of the Mille
and of those who work in-them ; that they inculcate habits
of self-denial and contentment, and teach good doctrines of
enlarged benevolence. A strong feeling for the beauties of
nature, as displayed in the solitudes the writers.have left at
home, breathes through its pages like wholesome village air ;
and though a circulating library is a' favourable school for
the study of such topics, it has very scant *Hendon to fine
clothes, fine marriages, fine houses, or fine life. :ionic, ',onions-
might object to the papers being signed occasionally with
rather fine names, but this is ant American fashion. One of
the provinces of the state legislature of MaaNaeltuSOtta is to
alter ugly names into pretty ones, as the childien improve
upon the tastes of their parents. These changes costing
little or nothing, scores of Mary Armes are solemnly con-
verted into Bevelinas every session.

It is said that on the occasion of a visit from General
Jackson or General Harrison to this town (I forget which,
but it is not to the purpose), he walked through three miles
and a half of these young ladies all dressed out with parasols
and silk stockings. But as I am not aware that any worse
consequence opined, than a sudden lookinrup of all the
parasols and silk stockings in the market ; and perhaps the
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bankruptcy of some speculative New Englander who bought
them all up at any price, in expectation of a demand that
never came; Y set no'great store by the circumstance.

In this brief account of Lowell, and inadequate expression
of the gratification it yielded nee, and cannot fail tq afford
to any foreigner to whom the condition of such people at
home is a subject of interest and anxious speculation, 1 have
carefully abstained from drawing a comparison between these
factories and those of our own land. Many of the circurn
dances wbose strong influence has been at work for years in
our manufacturing towns bare not srisien here; and there
is no manufacturing population in Lowell, so to speak: for.
thew girls (often the daughters of small farmer some from
other States, remain a few yews in the mills, and then go
home for good.

The contrast would be s stronk one, for it would be
between the Good and Evil, the Bring light and deepest
shadow; I abstain from it because Y deeni it just to do-so,.
But I only _the more earnestly. adjure all those whose eyes
may rest on these pages, to pause and reflect upon the
difference between this town and those great haunts of
desperate misery: to call to mind. if they can in the midst
of party strife and squabble, the efforts that must be -made
to purge them of their suffering and danger ; and last, and
foremost, to remember how the precious Time is rushing by.

-
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$1,

,
B. 4= ftectu4t, ;;he Harpooner1 Herman Melville

One ,of/th4 most fascinating characters in Heroin Mer.lville' a* lisq-Dkst
is Quee0egi the harpooner, a tatooed "pagan" who could drive hie stiel
point tens to its mark. In the passage below, Queequeg has come upon
troubled times. Apply the model to his and to his fellows .goals , values, and
commitments. Relate these to man's relationship_ to the natural world.

PON searching, it was found that the mike last
struck into the hold were perfectly sound, and
that the. leak moist be further oft So, it being
calm weather, they broke out deeper and deeper,

disturbing the slumbers of the huge ground-tier butts; and
from that black midnight sending those gigantic moles into ,:

4

the daylight above. So deep did they go; and so ancient, --,

and corroded, and weedy the aspect, of- the lowermost
puncheons, that you almost looked ie*,_Aor some mouldy
cornerstone cask containing coins of Captain Noah, with
copiis of the posted placard; vainly warning the infatu-
ated old world from the hood. ,Tierce after tierce, too, of
water; and bread, and beef, and shooks of staves, and iron
bundles of hoops, were hoisted out, -till at last the piled
decks were hard to get about; and the hollow hull echoed
.underfoot, as if you were treading over empty catacombs,
and' eeled and rolled in the sea like an air-freighted demi-
john. Top-heavy Wail the ship as a dinnerless student with
all Aristotle in his head. Well was it that the Typhoons

-: did not visit them then.
Now at this time it was that my poor pagan companion,.

and fast bosom-friend, Queequeg, was seized with a fever,
which brought him nigh to his endless end.

Be it said, that-in- this -vocation of whaling, sinecures
. are unknown; dignity and danger go hand in hand; till you
get to be Captain, the higher you rise the harder you toil.-
BO with poor Queequeg, who, as harpooner, must not only
face all the rage of the living whale, butas we have else-
where seenmount his dead back in a rolling sea ; and
finally d,escend in the gloom of the hold, and bitterly
sweating all day in that subterraneous confinement, reso-
',lately, manhandle the clumsiest casks and see to their
stowage.. To be short, among whalemen, the harpooneers
are the holders, so called.

Poor Queequegt when the ship was about half disem-
bowelled, you should have stooped over the hatchway, and
peered down upon him there; where, stripped to his
woollen drawers, the tattooed savage was crawling about
amid that dampness and slime, like a green spotted lizae1
at the bottom of a well. And a well, or an ire - home, it.
somehow proved to him, poor pagan ; where, strangi to
say. for all the heat of his sweating; be caught a terrible

* Reprinted from Herman fielville, link. Dick (New Yorks Holt,ftinehart
Winston,Inc., 1964); pp. 517-523.
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chill which lapsed to a fever; and' at last, after some
dave,sit/ering, laid 1111 faille hammock, close to the very

h, How he wasted and wasted awaysill of the door of d
in those few long-11 ring days, till there seemed but little
left of him but hi ame and tattooing. But as all else
in him 'thinned, aft hie cheekbones grew sharper, his_
eyes, nevertheless, ed- growing fuller and fuller; they
became of it-e-tra softness of lustre; did mildly but
deeply looked out ou there from hisisiciaess,--a-won-
drous tef_Aiymnyl. at-immortarliellth in him which

--eald-ncot die, or weakened._ And like circles on the
water, which, as grow fainter, expand; so his, eyes
seemed rounding a rounding, like the rfaga_of Eternity.
An awe that eanno named would steal over you as you
sat by the side of Als waning savage, and saw as strange
things in his face, as any beheld who were bystanders when
Zoroaster died. For whatever is -truly wondrous and fear-
ful in man, never yet was put into words or books. And
the drawing near *Death, which alike levels all, Mike im-
presses all .with a last revelation, which only an author
from the dead conic' adequately tell. So thatlet us say

againno yang , a ee or tree g co
thoughts than those, whose mysterious shades you saw
creeping over the faCof poor Qucequeg, as he quietly lay
in his swaying ham hock, and the rolling sea deemed gently
rocking him to his final rest,. and the ocean's invisible
flood -tide lifted him higher -and higher 'towards his des-
tined heaven.

Not a man of the crew but gave him up; and, as for
Queequeg himself, what' herthangItt of. his case was forci--
ply shown by a curious favor he asked. He called one to
him in the gray morning watch, when the day was just
breaking, and taking leis, hand, said that while in Nan-
tucket he had chanced to see certain little canoes of dark
wood, like the rich war-Wood of his native Isle; and upon
inquiry, he hqd learned that all whalemen who died in
Nantucket were laid In those same dark canoes, and that
the fancy of being so laid had much pleased him; for it
'was not unlike the custom of his own: race, who, after em-
balming a dead warrior, stretched him out in his canoe, and
to left him to be floated away to the starry archipelagoes;
for not only do they believe that the stare are tiles, but
that far beyond all visible horizons, their own' mild; tut:-
continented seas, intertiow with the blue heavens; and so
form the, white breakers of the milky way. He added, that
he shuddered at the thought of being buried In his ham-
mock, according to the usual sea-custom, tossed like sonic-
thing vile to the death-devouring sharks. No : he desired a
canoe like these of Nantucket, all the more congenial to
him, being a whaleman, that like a whale-boat these coffin-
canoes were without a keel; though that involved but un
certain steering, and Much leeway adown the dim ages.

.Now, when this strange circwnstance was made known
aft, the carpenter was at once commanded to do Queequeg's
bidding, whatever it might include. There Was donee
heathenish, coffin-colored old lumber abdard, which, twin
a long previous voyage, bad been cut from the aboriginal
groves of the Lackaday islands, and from these dark planks
the coffin was recommended to be made. No sooner Was
'the carpenter apprised_of tbe.order, than taking his rule.,
he forthwith with all the-Indifferent promptitude of his
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character, proceeded into the forecastle and took ()n. equeg's

Measure with great accuracy, regularly chalking
Queequeg's person as he shifted the rule.

" Ah! poor fellow! he'll; have to die now cjacalated
the.Long Island sailor.

Going to his vicbeneh, the carpenter for onesand general reference, now transferringl (
iteeri

on it the exact length the coffin was to be, an then madethe transfer permanent by cutting two note %s at its ex-tremities. This done, he mars'halled the p nks and his
tools, and to work.

When the MIA nail was driien and the lid duly planet!
and fitted, he lightly shouldered the coffin mad went for-ward with it, inquiring whether they were readyin that direction.

for it yet

Overhearing the indignant but half-huthorous cries with
which the people on deck began to drive the coffin away.
Queequeg, to every one's consternation,' commanded that
the thing should be instantly brought to him, nor was there
any denying him ; seeing that, of all mortals, some dying
men are the most tyrannical; and certainly, since they will
shortly trouble us so little for ev$rmore, the poor fellows
ought to be indulged.

Leaning over in his hammock, Queequeg long regarded
the coffin with an attentive eye. He then called for his
harpoon, had the wooden stock drawn from it, and then
had the iron part placed in the coffin along with one of the
piddles of his boat, All by his own request, also, biscuits
were then ranged round the sides within: a flask of fresh
water was placed at the head, and a small bag of woody
earth scraped up in the hold at the foot; and a piece of
sailcloth being rolled up for a pillow, Queequeg now,en-
treated to be liftetVinto his final bed, that he might make
trial of its comforts, if any it had. Heilay.without moving
a few 'minutes, then told one to go to his bag and bring
out his little god, Yojo. Then crossing his arms on his
breast with Yojo between, he called for the coffin lid (hatch
he called it) to be placed over him. The head part turned
over with a leather hinge, and there lay Queequeg in his
coffin with little but his composed countenance in view.

normal " (it will do; it is easy), he murmured at last,
and signed to be replaced In his hammock.

But ere this was done, Pip, whO bad been slily hovering
near by all this while, drew nigh to him where he lay, and
with soft sobbings, took him by the band; in the other,
holding his tambourine.

" Poor rover! will ye never have done with all this weary
roving? where go ye now' But if the currents carry ye to
those sweet Antilles where the beaches are only beat with
watet-lilies, will ye do one little errand for me? Beek out
one Pip, who's now been missing long: I think he's in those
far Antilles. If ye find him, the-% comfort him; for he
must be.v.ery sad ; for look! he's left his tambourine be-
hind ;I found it. Rig-a-dig, dig, dig! Now, Queequeg,
die; and beat ye yourlying march."

" I have heard," murmured Btarbuck, gazing down the
scuttle, "that in violent fevers, men, all ignorance, have

__.---talked-in-ancient-tonguestand-that-when-the-m-ystery-ia
probed, it turns out always that in their wholly forgotten
childhood those ancient tongues had been really spoken in
their hearing by some lofty scholars. So, to my fond faith,
poor Pip, in this strange sweetness of his lunacy, brings
!,,,syrenly vouchers of all our heavenly homes. Where
learned he that, but there? Hark! be speaks stein : but
more wildly now."
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Form two and two! Let's make a General of him!
Ho, where's his harpoon? Lay it across here.Rig-a411117,
dig, dig! huzza! Oh, for a game cock now to-sit upon his
head .and crow! Queequeg dies gameN--(nind ye that;
Queequeg dies game!take ye good heed of that ; Quee-
queg dies garnet rsay ; game, game, game! but base little
Pip, he died a coward; died all a-shiver ;out upon Pip!
Hark ye; if ye find Pip, tell all- the Antilles he's a run
away; a coward, a coward, a coward ! Tell them he jumped
from a whaleboat ! I'd trever beat my tambourine over
base Pip, and hail him General, if he- were once more
dying here. No, no! shame upon all cowards--shame upon
them! Let 'em go drown like Pip, that jumped from a
whale-boat. Shame! shame! "

During all this, Queequeg lay with closed eyei, as if in
a dream. Pip was led away, and the sick man was re-
placed in his hammock.

But now that he had apparently made every preparation
for death; now that his coffin was proved a good fit, Quee-
queg suddenly rallied; soon there seemed no need of the
carpenter's box and thereupon, when some expressed their
delighted surprise, he, in substance, said, that the cause of
his sudden convalescence was this;at a critical moment,
he had just recalled a little duty ashore, which he was
leaving undone; and therefore had changed his mind about
dying: he could not die yet, he averred. They asked him,
then, whether to live or die was a matter of his own sov-
ereign will and pleasure. He answered, certainly. In a
word, it was Queequeg's conceit, that if a man made up his

. mind to live, mere sickness could not kill him: nothing but
a whale, or a gale, or some violent, =governable, unin-
telligent destroyer of that sort.

Now, there is this noteworthy difference between sav-
age and civilized ; that while a sick, civilized man may be
six months convalescing, generally speaking, a sick savage
is almost half -well again in a day. So, in good time my
Queequeg gained strength; and at length after sitting on
the windlass for a 'few indoleut days ( but eating with a
vigorous appetite) he suddenly leaped to his feet, thrcw
out his arms and legs, gave himself a good stretching,
yawned a little bit, and then springing into the head of his
hoisted boat, and poising a harpoon, pronounced himself
fit for a fight.

With a wild whimsiness, he now used his coffin for a
seachest; and emptying into it his canvas bag of clothes,
set them in order there. Many spare hours he spent, in
carving the lid with all manner of grotesque figures, and
drawings; and it seemed that hereby he was striving, in his
rude way, to copy parts of the twisted tattooing on his
body. And this tattooing had been the work of a departed
prophet and seer of his island, who, by those hieroglyphic
marks, had written out on his body a complete theory of
the heavens and the earth, and a mystical treatise on the
art of attaining truth ; so that Queequeg in his own proper
person was a riddle to unfold; a wondrous work In one
volume; but whose mysteries not even himself could rcad,
though his- own live heart beat against them ; and these
mysteries were therefore destined in the end to 'moulder
away with the living parchment whereon they were in-
scribed, and so be unsolved to the last. And this thought
it must have been which suggested to Ahab that wild ex
clamation of his, when one morning turning away from
surveying poor Queequeg"Oh, devilish tantalization of
the gods!" 29
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C. Thoreau: Walden Pond and the Maine Woods

"I was born," Thoreau wrote, "in the most favored spot on earth -- and

just in the nick of time too." Henry David Thoreau's spot was Concord, Mass

achusetts, Ind his time of birth was 1617. After attending Harvard College,

Thoreau worked in Concord as a handyman and wrote until hie death in 1862.

Today, his wilting' are widely read, and his lifestyle his the subject of

study and diecussion.
I,

The sev4a1 passages reprinted below are taken from his Waldenrelating
his experiences on the banks of Walden Pond, withdrawn from Concord society,

and from his Maine Woods -- offering his reflections. upon travels in a natur
al setting which was just beginning to feel "civilisation."

I

. . -r.
When I first took up my abode in the woods, that is

began to spend my nights as well as days there, which, by
decadent, was on Independence day, or the fourth of July,
iti-I5, in ,house was not finished for winter, but was merely
adefence against the rain, without plastering or chimney,
the walls being of rough weather-stained boards, with wide
chinks, which made it cool at night. The upright white
likyn studs and freshly planed door and window casings
-gave it a clean and airy look, especially in the monolog,
whCot its timbers were saturated with dew, so that I fancied
that\ by noon some sweet gum would exude from them. To
my imagination it retained throughout the day more or less
of this auroral character, reminding me of a certain house
on amountain which I had visited the year before. This
was in airy .and unplastered cabin, fit to entertain a travel-
ling god, and where a goddess might trail her garments.
The winds which passed over my dwelling were such as
sweep Inver the ridges of mountains, bearing the broken
strains, 'or celestial parts only, of terrestriitl music. The morn-
ing Wind forever blows, the poem of creation is uninter-
rupt but few are the ears that hear it. Olympus is but
the tsiuie of the,earth every where.

Th only house I had been the owner of before, if I
excep a Eoat, was a tent, which I used occasionally when
maki g exursions in the summer, and this is still rolled up
In,my garret; but the boat, after passing from hand to band,
has gene down the stream of time. With this more sub -
stanti' I shelter about me, I had made some progress toward
settlin in the world. This frame, so slightly clad, was a sort
of cry, .tallizOion around me, and reacted on the builder.
It wa. suggestive somewhat as a picture in outlines. I did

3 not ne d to go out doors to take the air, for the atmosphere
within had bat movie of its freshness. It was not so much
within doors is behind a door where I sat, even in the

* Reprinted from 4 eph pod Kruieh, editor, __Thoreau: Walden and Other Writings
(New York: Bantam °km, Inc., 1962), pp. 168-169, 1787-734 , 348-349, 403-405._
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'rainiest weather. The Harivansa says. "An abode without
birds is like a. meat without-seasoning." Such was not my
abode, for I found myself suddenly neighbor to the birds;
not by having imprisoned one, but having caged myself near
them. I was not only nearer to some of those which com-
monly frequent the garden and the orchard, but to those
wilder and more thrilling songsters of the forest which never,
or rarely, serenade a villager,the wood-thrush, the vesry,
the scarlet tanager, the field-sparrow, the whippoorwill, and
many others..

Time is but the stream I go a-fishing in. I drink at it but
while I drink I see the sandy bottom and detect how shallow
it is. Its thin current slides away, but eternity remains. I
would drink deeper; fish in the sky, whose bottom is pebbly
with stars. I cannot count one. I know not the first letter of
the alphabet. I have always been regretting that I was not as
wise as the day I was born. The intellect is a cleaver; it
discerns and rifts its way into the secret of things. I do not
wish to be any more busy with my hands than, is necessary.
My head is hands and feet. I feel all my best faculties con-
centrated in it. My instinct tells me that my head is an organ
for burrowing, as some creatures use their snout and fore-
paws, and with it I would mine and burrow my way through
these hills. I think that the richest vein is somewhere here-
abouts: so by the divining rod and thin rising vapors I judge;
and here I will begin to mine, c

No face which we can give to a matter will stead us so
well at last as the truth. This alone wean well. For the
most part, we are not where we are, but in a false position.
Through an infirmity of our natures, we suppose a case, and
put ourselves into it, and hence are in two cases at the same
time, and it is doubly difficult to get out. In sane moments
we regard only the facts, the case that is. Say what you have
to say, not what you ought. Any truth is better than make-
believe. Tom Hyde, the tinker; standing on the gallows, was
asked if he had any thing to say. 'Tell the tailors," said he,
"to remember to make a knot in their thread before they take
the first stitch." His companion's prayer is forgotten.

However mean your life is, meet it and live it; do not
shun it and call it bard names. It is not so bad as you are.
It looks poorest when you are richest. The fault-finder will -
find faults even in paradise. Love your life, poor as it is.
You may perhaps have some pleasant, thrilling, glorious
hours, even in a poor-house. The setting sun is reflected
from the windows of the alms-house as brightly as from
the rich man's abode; the snow melts before its door as
early in the 'Prange',

Rather than love, than money, than fame, give me truth.
I sat at a table where were rich food and wine .in abun-
dance, and obsequious attendance, but sincerity and truth
were not; and I went away hungry from the inhospitable
board. The hospitality was as cold as the ices. I thought
that there was no need of ice to freeze them. They talked
to me of the age of the wine and the fame of the vintage;
but I. thought of an older, a newer, and purer wine, of a
more glorious vintage, which they had not got, and could
not buy. le, the house and grounds and "entertain-
ment" pass for °thing with me. I called on the king, but he
made me wait in his hall, and conducted_ like a man in-
capacitated for pitality. There was a man in. my neigh-
borhood who liv in a hollow tree. His manners were truly
regal. I should have done better had I called on him.

How long shall we sit in our ing`idle -and
musty virtues, which any work would make impertinent?
As if one were to begin the day with long-suffering, and
hire a man to hoe his potatoes; and in the afternoon go
forth to practice Christian meekness and charity with good-
peas aforethought! Consider the China pride and stagnant
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self-complacency or ii tanxina. atm generatiOn reclines a ,retie
to congratulate itself on being the last of an illustrious line;
and in Boston and London and Paris and Borne, thinking of
its long descent, it speaks of its progress in art and science
and literature with satisfaetion. There are the Records of
the Philosophical Societies, and the public Eulogies of Great
Men! It is the good Adam contemplating his own virtue.
"Yes, we have done grei t deeds, and sung divine songs,
which shall never die,"tLit is, as long as we can remember
them. The learned societies and great men of Assyria,where
are they? What youthful philosophers and experimentalists
we are! There is not one of my readers who has yet Jived
a whole human life. These may be but the spring months in
the life of the race., If we have had the seven-years' itch, we.
have not seen the seventeen-year locust yet in Concord. We
are acquainted with a mere pellicle of the globe on which
we live. Most have not delved six feet beneath the surface,
nor leaped as many above it. We know not where we are.
Beside, we are sound asleep nearly half our time. Yet we
esteem ourselves wise, and have an established order on the
surface. Truly, we are deep thinkers, we ato ambitious spirits,
As I stand over the insect crawling amid the pine needles on
the forest floor, and endeavoring to conceal itself from my
sight, and ask myself wby it will cherish those humble
-thoughts, and hide its head from me who might, perhaps,
be its benefactor, and impart to its race some cheering in-
formation, I am reminded of the greater Benefactor and In-
telhgence that stands over me the human insect* er

We were now fairly on the Allegash River, which name
our Indian said meant hemlock bark. These waters flow
northward about one hundred miles, at first very feebly, then
southeasterly two hundred and fifty more to the Bay of
Fundy. After perhaps two miles of river, we entered Heron
Lake, called on the map Pongokioaheni, scaring up forty
or fifty young sliecorways, sheldrakes, at the entrance, which
ran over the water with great rapidity, as usual in a long
line.

This was the fourth great lake, lying northwest and
southeast, like Chesuncook and most of the long lakes in
that neighborhood, and, judging from the map, it is about ten
miles long. We had entered it on the southwest side, and
saw a dark mountain northeast over the lake, not very far
off nor high, which the Indian said was 'called Peaked Moyo-
tain, and used by explorers to look fdr tiithertAfrom. There..
was also some other high land more easterly., The shores'.--,
were in the same ragged and unsightly condition, encum-
bered with dead timber, both fallen and standing, as in the
Iasi lake, owing to the dam on the Allegash below. Some
low points or islands were almost drowned.

I saw something white a mile off on the water, which
turned out to be a great gull out rock in the middle, which
the Indian would have been glad to kilt and eat, but it flew
away long before we were near, and also a flock of summer
ducks that were about the rock with it. I asking 'him about
herons, since this was Heron Lake, he said that he found
the blue heron's nests in the hardwood trees. I thought that
I saw a light-colored object move along the opposite or
northern shore, (pur or five miles distant.. He did not know
what it could be, unless it were a moose, though he had
never seen a white one; but he' said that he could distinguish
a moose "anywhere on shore, clear across the lake.'

Rounding a point, we stood across a bay for a mile and a
half or two miles, toward a large island, three or four miles
down the lake. We met with ephemera (shad -fly) midway,
about a mile from the shore, and they evidently fly over the
whole lake. On Moosehead I had seen a large devil's-needle
half a mile from tie shore, corning iriSre-the-middle-of-the---
lake, where it was three or four miles wide at least. It had
probably crossed. But at last, of course, you come to lakes
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so large that 'an insect cannot fly across than; and this,
perhaps, will serve to distinguish a large lake from a and
OM

We landed on the southeast side of the island, which was
rather elevated and densely wooded, with a rocky raising
their broad surfaces many feet; Moosehead, for instance,
some forty miles long, with its steamer on It; thus turning
the forces of nature against herself, that they might float
their spoils out of the country. They rapidly run out of these
immense forests all the finer, and more accessible pine timber,
and then leave the bears to watch the decaying dams, not
clearing nor cultivating the land, nor making roads, nor
building houses, but leaving it a wilderness as they found it.
In many parts, only these dams remain, like deserted beaver-
darns. Think how much land they have flowed, without ask-
ing Nature's leave! When the State wishes to endow an
academy or university; it grants it a tract of forest land: one
saw represents an academy; a gang, a university.

The :wilderness experiences a sudden rise of all her streams
and lakes. She feels ten thousand vermin gnawing at the
base of her noblest trees. Mitiy combining drag them off,
jarring over the roots of the survivors, and tumble them into
the nearest stream, till, the fairest having, fallen, they
scamper off to ransack some new wilderness, and all is still
again. It is as when a_ mietaihiff-annY--01--mice- -girdles-a -
forest of pines. The chopper fells trees from the same motive
that the mouse gnaws the,-to get his living. You tell me
that he has a:more interesting family than the mouee. That is
As it happens. He speaks of a "berth* of timber, a good place
for him to get into, just as a worm might. When the chopper
would praise a pine, he will commonly tell you that the one
be cut was so big that a yoke of oxen stood on its shim;
as if that were what the pine had grown for, to become the
footstool of oxen. In my mind's eye, I'can see these unwieldy
tame deer, with a yoke binding than together, and brazen-

tipped horns betraying their servitude, taking their stand on
the stump of each giant pine in succession - throughout' this
whole forest, and chewing their cud there, until it is nothing
but an ox-pasture, and run out at that. As if it were good for
the oxen, and some terebinthine or other medicinal quality
ascended into their nostrils. Or is their elevated position in-
tended merely as a symbol of the fact that the pastoral
comes next in order to the sylvan or hunter life?

The character of the logger's admiration is betrayed by his
very mode of expressing it. If he told all that was in his
mind, be would say, it was so big that I cut it down and then
a yoke of oxen could stand on its stump. He admires the log,
the carcass or corpse, more than the tree. Why, my dear sir,
the tree might have stood on its own stump, and a great deal
more comfortably -and firmly than a yoke of oxen can, if you
had not cut it down. What right have you to celebrate the
virtues of the man you murdered?

The Anglo-American can indeed cut down, and grub up
all this waving forest, and make a stump speech, and vote
for Buchanan on its ruins, but he cannot converse with the
spirit of the tree he fells jk-4nrmt the poetry and *-

mythology which retigiis he advances. He ignorantly erases
mythological tablets in order to print his bandbMs and town-
meeting warrants on them.

d.
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D. Francis! Par laan,s Oregon Trail WA-Buffalo

Following his graduation front Harvard College Franciti Perlman set out
upon a journey through the West in 1846. He published an eyewitness vaeount
of his own adventure and of the frontier. Soon after leaving St: Louis, Park-
ova experienced the open prairie and its buffalo. In the passage reprinted
below, ?arbor' and his follow Easterners Quincy Adams Shaw* re.Lieire boredom'.
by attacking a buffalo,

"Buffalo! buffalo!" It was but a grim old buil, roaming the
prairie by himself in misanthropic seclusion; but the fight
be more behind the hills. Dreading the monotony and languor
of the camp. Shaw and I saddled our horses, buckled our
holsters in their places, and set out with Henry Chatillon in
search of the game. Henry, not in ending to take part in the
chase, but merely conducting us, carried his rifle with him,
while we left ours behind as incumbranees. We rode for
some five or six miles, and saw no living thing but wolves,
snakes, and prairie-dogs.'

"This won't do at ail," said Shaw,
"What won't do?"
"There's no wood shout lwre to .mMcP tit*or for the
wounded man: I have an idea that one of us will need some-
thing of the sort before the day is over."

There was some foundation for such an idea, for the ground
was none of the best for a race, and grew worse continually
as we proceeded; indeed, it soon became desperately bad, con-
sisting of.abrupt hills and deep hollows, cut by frequent ravines
not easy to pass. At length, a mile in advance, we saw a band
of bulls. Some were scattered grazing over a green declivity,
while the rest were crowded together'in the wide hollow be-
low. Making a circuit, to keep out of sight, we rode towards
them. until we ascended a hilt, within a furlong of them,
beyond which nothing intervened that could possibly screen
us from their view. We dismounted behind the ridge, just out
of sight. drew our saddle-girths, examined our pistols, and
mounting again. rode over the hill, and descended at a
canter towards them, bending close to our horses' necks,
instantly they took the alarm: those ow. the hill descended,
those below gathered into -a mass, and the whole got Into mo-
tion, shouldering each other along at a clumsy gallop. We
followed, spurring our hordes to full speed; and as the herd
rushed, crowding and tramping in terror through an open.
ing in the hills. we were close at their heels, half suffocated by
the clouds of dust. But as we drew near, their alarm and speed i
increased; our horses, being new to the work, showed signs of
the utmost fear, bounding violently aside as we approached,
and rel using to enter among the herd. The buffalo now broke.,
into several small bodies, scampering uver the hills in differ.
ent directions, and I lost sight of Shaw; neither of us knew
where the other had goner Old Pontiac ran like a frantic ele-
phant up hill and down hill. his ponderous hoofs striking the
prairie like sledge - hammers. He showed a curious mixture of
eagerness and terror, straining-to overtake the panic- stricken
herd, but constantly recoiling in dismay as we drew near. The
fugitives. indeed, offered no very attractive spectacle, with

* Re ed from cis Parksen; The Oregon, (New York: Mentor Books,
1950), pp.
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their shaggy Wanes and the tattered remnants of their last win-
ter's hair covering their backs in irregular shreds and patches.
and flying off in'lhe wind as they -..an. At 'cngth, I urged my
hcrsc clOse behind a bull, and after trying in vain. 1w blows
and spurring, to bring him alimigsidc, 1 tired from thus disad-
vantageous position. At the NMI Pontiac socrved so much
that 1 wasiagain throWn a little behind the game. -111 bullet,
entering too much, in the rear, failed to disable the bull-. for a
buffalo requires to bc- shot at particular points, or be will cer-
tainly escape. 1 he herd run up a hill. and I followed in pursuit.
As Pontiac rushed headlong down on the other side, 1 saw
Shaw. and Henry descending the hollow on the right, at a
leisurely gallop; and in front, the buffalo were just disap-

pearing behind the crest of the next hill, their short tails erect,
and their hoofs twinkling through a cloud of dust.

At that moment I heard Shaw and Henry shouting to me;
but the muscles of a stronger arm than mine could not have
checked at once the furious course of Pontiac, whose mouth
was as insensible as leather. Added to this, I rode him that
morning with a snaffle, having the day before, for the benefit
of my other horse, unbuckled from myhridle the curb which
I commonly used. A stronger_ and hardier brute never trod
the prairie; but the novel sight of the buffalo filled him with

. terror, and when at full speed he was almost incontrollable.
Gaining the top of the ridge, r saw nothing of the buffalo;
they had all vanished amid the intricacies of the hills and
hollows. Reloading my pistols, in the best way I could. I gal-
loped on until I. saw them again scuttling along at the base of
the hill, their panic somewhat abated. Down went old Pon-
tiac among them, scattering them to the right and left; and
then we had another long chase. About a dozen bulls were
before us. scouring over the hills, rushing down declivities
with tremendous weight and impetubsity; and then laboring
with a weary gallop upward. Still Pontiac, in spite of spur-
ring and beating, would not close with them. One bull at
length fell a little behind the rest, and by dint of much effort.
I urged my horse within six or eight yards of his side. His
back was darkened with sweat: he was panting heavily. white
his-tongue lolled out a toot from his jaws. Gradually I came
up abreast of him, urging Pontiac with leg and rein nearer to
his side, when suddenly he did what buffalo in such eircum-
*tenets will always do: he slackened his gallop, and turning
towards us. with an aspect of mingled rage and distress,
lowlired his huge. shaggy head for a charge. Pontiac, with a
-snort. leaped aside in terror, nearly throwing me to the ground.
as I was wholly unprepared for such an evolution. I raised
my pistol in a passion to strike him on the head, but thinking
better of it, fired the bullet after the' bull,, who had resumed
his flight; then drew rein, and determined to rejoin my com-
panions. It was high time. The breath: blew hard frbm Pon-
tiac's nostrils, and the sweat rolled ilk bie drops down his
sides; I myself felt as If drenched in warm water. Pledging
myself to take my revenge at a Wince

where
I looked

about for some indications to show me where I was, and what
course I ought to pursue; I might as well halve looked for land-
marks in the midst of ocean. How maft mites I had run,
or in what direction, I' no idea; and arOird the the prairie
was rolling in steep swt la and pitches, without - i single dig--
tinctive feature to guide, ttie. I had a little 'compass hung at
my neck; and ignotil, that the Platte its this point diverged

considerably from its teasigrly course. I thought that by keep-
ing to the northward I snbuld certainly reach it. So I turned
and rode about two hours' in that direction. The prairie
changed as I advanced, softening away into easier undulations,
but nothing like the Platte afpeared, nor any sign of a,human
Wind: the same willi endless expanse lay around me still:
and to all appearanceI was as far from my object as ever. I
began now to think myself in danger of being lost. and. reining
in my horse. summoned the scanty share of woodcraft that I
possessed (if that term is applicable upon the prairie) to ex-
tricate Me. It occurred to me that the buffalo might prove my
best guides. I soon found oar of the paths made by them in
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their passage to the river: it ran nosily at right angles to my-
course; but turning my horse's head in the direction it in-
dicated. his freer gait and erected ears assured me that I was
right.

But in the meantimejny ride had been by no means a
solitary one. The face of the country was dotted far and wide
with countless hundreds -of buffalo. They trooped along in
files and columns, bulls, cows, and calves, or the green
faces of the declivities in front. 'They scrambled away over
the hills to the right and left; and far off. the pale blue
swells in the extreme distance were dotted with innumer-
able specks. Sometimes I surprised 'shaggy old bulls graz .

ing alone, or sleeping behind the ridges I ascended. They
would leap up at my approach, stare stupidly at me through
their tangled manes, and then 'gallop heavily away. The an-
telope Were very numerous; and as they are always bold when
in the neighborhood of -buffalo, they would approach to look
at me, gaze intently with .their great round eyes, then sud-
denly leap aside, and stretch lightly away over the prairie, as
swiftly as a race-horse. Squalid. ruffian-like wolves sneaked
through the-hollows and sandy ravines. Several times I passed
through villages of prairie-dogs, who sat, each at the mouth of
his burrow, holding his paws before him in a supplicating
attitude, and yelping away most vehemently, whisking his lit-
tle tail with every squeaking cry he uttered. Prairie-dogs are
not fastidious in their choice of companions; various long

- checkered snakes were sunning themselves in the midst of the
village, and demure little gray owls. with a large white ring
around each eye, were perched side by side with the rightful in-
habitants. The prairie' teemed with life. Again and -again I
looked toward the crowded hill-sides, and was sure I saw
horsemen; and riding near, with a mixture of hope and, dread,
for Indians were abroad, I found them transformed into a
group of buffalo. There was nothing in human shape amid
all this vast congregation of brute forms.

When I turned down the buffalo path, the prairie seemed
changed; only a well or two glided by at intervals, like con-
scious -felons, never lookiitg to the right or kft. Being now
free from anxiety, I was at leisure to observe minutely the ob-
jects around me; and here, for the first time, I noticed in-
sects wholly iliffereit from any of the varieties found farther
to the eastward. Gaudy butterflies fiuttered_about my horse's
bead; strangely formed beetles. glittering with metallic lustre.
were crawling upon plants that I 'had never seen before; multi-
tudes of lizards,.too, were darting likc lightnineover the sand.

I had run to a great-distance from the river. It cost me
a long ride on the buffalo path, before I saw, from the ridge
of a sand-hill, the pale surface of be Platte glistening in the
midst of its desert valley, and the faint outline of the hills
beyond waving along the sky. Froim where' I. stood, not a
tree nor a bush nor a living -thing was visible throughout the
whole extent of the Apn-scorched landkcape. In half an hour
I came upon the trail, not far from the ver. and seeing that
the party had not yet passed." turned eas and to meet them,
ol:1 Pontiac's long.:winging trot again assur g me that I was
right in doing so.C'Having been slightly ill on leavini camp bi
the niorning,-sits or seven hours of rough ridinthad fatigued
me extremely. I won stopped, therefore, flung my saddle on
the ground, and with my head resting on it, and My horse's'
trail-rope tied loosely to my arm, lay waiting the arrival of the
party, speculating meanwhile on the extent of the injuries
Pontiac had received. At length the white wagon coverings
rose from lb t verge of the plain. By a singular coincidence.
almost at the same moment two horsemen appeared Coming
down from the hills. They were Shaw and Henry, who had
searched for me awhile in.the morning, but well knowing the
futility of the attempt in such a broken country, had placed
themselves on the top of the highest hill they could find, and
picketing their horses ncar them, as a signal to me, had lain
down and fallen asleep. The stray cattle had been recovered,
as the emigrants told us, about noon. Before sunset, We
pushed forward eight miles farther.
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R. An Adventure of HUokleberry Finn

In 1885 Samuel 6.011021 wrote a sequel.to Ton Sawy er The'Adventures of
Huckleberry MR, With a pre-Civil War, Missouri sitting, the book tells
about the life of yqing Huckleberry/ an orphans who escapes the wall-intend-
ed attentions of tonfn ladies and who helps'a slave* Jim, escape toward free-
dom in the North. Fteedon is the river thelassissippi River-- in the two
passages reprinted below, where the two newly-escaped "gentlemen" are at their
leisure.

Soin young birds come along, flying a yard or two
at a!time and lighting. Jim said it was a sign it
was going to rain. He said it was a sign when young
chickens flew that way, and she reckoned-it was
the same way when young birds done it. I was going
to catch some of them, but Jim wouldn't let me. He
said it was death. He said his father laid mighty
sick once, and same of them catched-a bird, and his
gold

And
said his father would die; and he did.

And Jim said you mustn't count the things you
are going to cook for dinner, because that would
bring bad luck. The same if you shook the table-
cloth after sundown. And he said if i man owned
a beehive and that man died, the bees 'thirst be told
about it before sun-up next morning, or else the bees
would all weaken down and quit work and die. Jim
said bees wouldn't sting idiots; but I didn't believe
that, because I had tried them lots of times myself,
and they wouldn't sting me.

I had heard about some of these things before,
but not all of them. Jim ]crowed all kinds of signs.
He said he ]mowed most everything. I said it
looked to me like all the signs was about bad luck,
and so I asked him if there warn't any good-luck
signs. He says:

"Mighty fewan' dsy ain't no use to a body
What you want to know when good luck's a-cumin'
for? Want to keep it off?" And he said: "Et you's
got hairy arms en a hairy breas', it's a sign dat you's
a-gwyne to be rich. Well, dey's some use in a sign

* Reprinted iron Mark Twain (Samuel Chalons), 2.21 Adventur Hu eb
nBa (New York: Harper & Brothers/ PUblishersi 1948 p pp. a719 62-45.
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like dat, 'kase it's so fur ahead. You see, maybe
you's got to be po' a long time fust, en 93 you might
git discourage' en kill yo'sef `f you cliche know by
de sign dat you groyne to be rich bymeby."

"Have you got hairy arms and a hairy breast, Jim?"
"What's de use to ax dat question? Don't you

sec I has?"
"Well, arc you rich?"
"No, but I ben rich wunst, and groyne to be

rich ag'in. Wunst I had foteen dollars, but I tuck
-to specalat'n', en got busted out."

"What did you speculate in, Jim?"
"Well, fust I tackled stock."
"What kind of stock?"
"Why, live stockcattle, you know. I put ten

dollars in a cow.' But I ain' groyne to resk no mo'
money in stock. De cow up 'n' died on my ban's."

"So you lost the ten dollars_."
"No, I didn't lose it all. I on'y los"bout nine of

it. I sole de hide en taller for a dollar en ten cents."
"You had five dollars and ten cents left. Did you

speculate any more?"
`Yes. You know that one-laigged nigger dat

b'longs to old Misto Bradish? Well, he sot up a
...bank, en say anybody dat put in a dollar would git
fo' dollars mo' at de en' er de year. Well, all de
niggers went in, but dey didn't have much. I wuz
de on'y one dat had much. So I stuck out for mo'
dan fo' dollars; en I said 'f I didn' git it I'd starCa
bank mysef. Well, o' course dat nigger want' to
keep me out er de business, bekase he says dey
warn't business 'nough for two banks, so he say I
could put in my five dollars en he pay me thirty-five
at de en' er de year.

"So I done it. Den I reck'n'd I'd inves' de
thirty-five dollars rieht off enikeeo thines a-movie'.

Dey wuz a nigger name' Bob, dat had ketched a
wood -flat, en his marster didn' know it; en I bought
it off'n him en told him to take de thirty-five dollars
when de en' er de year come; but somebody stole
de wood-fiat dat night, en flex' day de one-laigged
nigger say de bank's busted. So dey didn' none uv
us git no money."

-"What did you do with the ten cents, Jim?"
"Well, I 'uz groyne to spell'. it, but I had a dream,

en de dream tole me to give it to a nigger name'
BalumBalum's Ms dey call him for short; he's
one of dem chuckleheads, you know. But he's lucky,
dey say, en I see I warn't lucky. De aream say let
Balum inves' de ten cents en he'd make a raise for
me. Well, Balum he tuck de money, en when he

o wuz in church he hekr de preacher say dat whoever
give to de -po' lea' -to de Lord, en boun' to git his
money back a hund'd times. So Balum,he tuck en
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war. gwyne to come of it."
" Well, what did come of it, Jirdl?"
"Nuffn never come of it. I could& manage* to

kleck dat money no way;-en Balumlie couldn'. I
ain' gwyne to len' no mot money 'clout I 'see de
security. Boun' to git yo' money back a hund'd
times, de preacher saybl Ef I could git de ten cents
back, I'd call it squah, en be glad cr dc chant.''

"Well, it's all right anyway, Jim, long, as you're
going to be rich again some time or other."

"Yes; en I's rich now, come id look at it. I owns
znysef, en I's wuth eight hund'd 'dollars. I wisht I
had de money, I wouldn' want no mo'."

"Jim, this is nice," I says. "I wouldn't want to
be nowhere else but here. Pass me along another
himk of fish and some hot corn-bread."

'fWell, you wouldn't 'a' ben here 'f it hadn't 'a' hen
for Jim. You'd 'a' ben down dab in de woods wiaout

asldrnIndedtoo_;datyo
would, honey. Chickens knows when it's gwyne to
rain, en so do de birds, chile."

The river west on raising and raising 'for ten or
twelve days, till at last it was over the banks. The
pater was three or four foot deep island in
the low places an4 on the Illinois - bottom. On that
side it was a good many miles wide, but on the Mis-
souri it was the same old distance acrossa half
a milebecause the Missouri shore was just a- wall
of high bluffs.

Daytimes we paddled all over the island in the
canoe. It was mighty cool and shady in the deep
woods, even if the sun was blazing outside. We went
winding in and opt amongst the trees, and sometimes
the vines hung so thick we had to back away _ant_
go some other way. Well, on every old broken-
down tree you could see rabbits and snakes and such
things; and wheri the island had been overflowed a
day or two they got so tame, on account of being
hungry, that you could paddle _right up-and put your
hand on .thein if you wanted -to; but not the snakes
knd turtlesthey would slide off in the water. The
ridge our cavern was in was full of them. We, could
'a' had pets enough, if we'd wanted them.

One night we catched a little section of a lumber-
raft=nice pine plarilis. It was twelve fool, wide and
about fifteen or sixteen foot long, add the top stood
above water six ox sevensinehesa solid, level floor.
We could see saw-logs go by in the daylight some-
times, bit we let them go; we didn't 'show ourselves
in daylight.

Another night when we was up at the head of the
island, just before daylight, here comes a .frame -
house down, on the west side. She was a two-story,
and tilted over considerable. We paddled out and
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it was too cork to see yet, so we made the come
fast and set in her -to Wait for daylight.

The light begun to come before we got to the foot
of the island. Then we looked in at the window.
We could make out a bed, and a table, and two old,
chairs, and lots of things around about on the floor,
and there was . clOthes hanging against the wag.
There was something laying on the floor in the far
ON= that looked like a man. So Jim says:

"Hello, you!"
But it didn't budge. So I hollered again, and tlien

Jun says:
"De man ain't asieep-'-he's dead. You hold still

I'll go en see"-
He went, and bent down and looked, and,says:
"It's a dead man. Yes, indeedy; naked, too.

He's-ben shot in de back. I reck'n he's btu dead
two er three days. Come in, Huck, but loan' -look
at his flaget

I didn't look at him at all. Jim throe ed some old

rags over him, ',but he needn't done, it; 1 didn't want
to see him. There was heaps of told g-..easy cards
scattered around over the floor, and old whisky-
bottles, and a couple of masks made out of black
cloth; and all over the walls was the igurantest kind
of words and pictures made with clircoal. There
was -two .old dirty calico dresses, aril a sun-bonnet,
and some women's uriderclothesehanging against the
wallpand some men's clothing, too. We put the lot
into the canoeit might come go)(1. There was a
boy's old speckled straw hat on alb floor; I took that,
too. And there was a bottle ttht had had milk in
it, and it had a rag stopper for a baby to suck. We
would 'a' took the bottle, but if. was broke. There
was a seedy 61d chest, and an ( id hair trunk with the
hinges broke. They stood clam, but there warn't
nothing left in them that was any.account. The way

.hings was scattered about we reckoned the people
left in a hurry, and wam't fixed so as to carry off
most of their stuff.

We got an old tin lar.tern, and -a butcher-knife
without any handle, and a bran-new 13arlow knife
worth two :bits in any store, and a lot of tallow
candles, and a tin candlestick, and a gourd, and a
tin cup, and a ratty old bedquilt off the bed, and a
reticule with needles and pins and beeswax and but-
tons and thread and all such truck in it, and a

A ltatchet and some nails, and a fish-line as thick as
., my little finger with some monstrous hooks_ on it,

and'a roll of, bUckskin, and a leather dog-collar, an'
a horseshoe, anal .4ome vials of medicine that ?lidn't.,
have no label on them; and. just- aw we was-leaving
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I found a tolerable good currycomb, and Jim he
found a ratty old fiddle-bow, and a wooden leg.
The straps was broke off of it, butt barring that, it
was a good enough leg, though it was too long for
me and not long enough for Jim, and we couldn't
find the other one, though we hunted all around.

And so, take it all around, we made a good haul.
When we was ready to shove off we was a quarter
of a mile below the island, and it was pretty broad
day; so I made Jim lay down in the canoe and cover -

up, with the quilt, because if he set up people could
tell he was a nigger a good ways off. I paddled over
to the Illinois shore, and drifted doWn most a half
a mile doing it I crept up the dead water under
the bank, and hadn't no accidents and didn't sae
nobody.' We got home all side.

.
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Instead ofigiving-young people the impression that their task is
to stand is dreary watch over the ancient values, we should be
telling them the grim but bracing truth that it is their task.to
re-create those values continuously in their own behavior, facing
the dilemmas and catastrophies of their own time. Instead of im-
plyigg that the ideals we cherish are safely embalmed in the memory
of old battles and ancestral deeds we should be telling them that
each generation refights the crucial battles and either brings new
vitality to the ideals or allows them to decay.

--John W. Gardner--

Environmental Education Project
The Florida State University

426 Hull Drive
Tallahassee, P orida 32306
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1.pirstopecrioN:

PC snake S

eltiroot*Ama
How people live on their little
piece of the earth's surface really
has a lot to do with the quality of
our environment--both natural and
man-made. If people demand.more and
more material goods to live in what
they consider "the lap of luxury,"
then factories will run day and night,
spewing forth wastes as well as products.
If people want electric can-openers,
toothbrushes, and air conditioning, then
electric compafties will carve the earth for
coal, pfobe the land for oil, or pollinate
the planet with nuclear wastes. If pedple see
the automobile with its internal combustion engine
as an important part of the "good life," then
cities and countryside will get dirtier air.

.,...

How people decide to live their lives
--their perforiance On earth--has a direct
:bearing on how they use the earth (its "resources").

But how do people decide on a lifestyle? How do they
decide on how to live their lives gn our little speck
in the universe called "Earth?"
Most of us simply, accept the
lifestyle into which we were
born, and in which we were
raised. Born as an American
Indian, I'd perform as an
Indian. Born in an Amish
farm famill, I'd probably
live out my days as an Amish
farmer, caring for the land.
Born in an urban, industrial
society, I'd probably want
two cars, air Conditioning,
a home in the suburbs, one
electric toothbrush, and several
TV sets--color, of course.
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However, there are men among us who would argue that we should
not simply accept the lifestyle into which we were born. They say that1
men should figure out who they are, what they feel and want, and then,,
design their own performance--a-lifestyle for themselves. Other men
among us would agree and argue that conditions are changing so rapidly
today that men cannot simply accept and live the lifestyle into which
they were born because it's past, gone forever, as conditions changed.
Each man must think and feel his way to direct his lifestyle in these
changing times. Other men, especially the environmental crusaders, tell
us that men cannot continue to live the lifestyle of the present because
it will lead to our destruction as men. We will fail to survive, or we

will be mutations of men living, like
Lake Erie carp, in the filth of our
own creation.

For whatever reason, it seems
appropriate that people in the
twentieth century. and beyond must
think through and decide upon a life-
style for themselves, rather than un-
critically accept what theyaccidentally
get born into. Of course, they may
wind-413p accepting that lifestyle--but
not uncritically!

This unit asks you to begin to analyze
your own lifestyle and to find out where
zos are by critically examining alternative
lifestyles at the turn of the century:

1880-1920. To dothis we need a framework to make our analysis a systematic one.
And, fortunately, Lawrence Halprin, a landscape architect on the contemporary
scene, has prepared such .a framework for us.*

All decisions by individuals or groups are potentially creative acts.
According to Halprin, an individual or group in a goal-conflict or value-
conflict situation, where a decision must be made, can find truly satisfying
opportunities which humanize men. Or they can be times when men simply do
the habitual, or simply act to attain the expaient-goal:-Lawrence_Halp.rin
suggests that the process that men follow in attaining their goals is the
critical ingredient in humanness and happiness! This process is one of
performance. Men are made men and are made statelier.; by their own perfnmanctl
and their performances with their fellow man, as much as by the simple attain-
=erlt,of "goals."

Halprin finds that.nearly every creative act contains one or more of the
following four elements: Resources available, and analysis of the limitations.
upon.the use of them; a SCEi77DiFlan) which describes what will be done;

*Lawrence Halprin, R.S.V.P..Cycles: Creative Processes in the Human Environment
(New York: George Bratiller, Inc., 00757.---
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Valuaction, or the feedback process involving the values and commitments

one aacribes to actions being taken or recently completed; and the

Performance, or creative act in itself.

Rut Resources (What you have to work with)

S= Scores (Which describe the process
leading to the performance)

V= Valuaction.(Analyzes the results of
action and possible decisions.
This is actionoriented as well
as goaloriented)

Performance (The reault of scores, this
is the "style" of the process)

Scdres are like the score to "Fiddler on,the Roof," "Jesus Christ Superstar,"
or La Boheme." Football play diagrams, calendars, architectural drawings, etc.
are all scores. Some are simply orientations to action, with little control;
others are tightly restrictive, detailed specifications.

Resources include talent, knowledge and abilities as well as materials and
such goods.

Performance stresses the subtle nuances, intuition, fantasy and'variety of the
process of performance, carrying out the plan which results from interaction
between resources and valuaction.

Valuaction is determined by the values and concerns which an individual or
group considers most important. These "ultimate cioncerns"determine how one
interprets the score and performance.

Halprin notes that there are'individual RSVP.cycles and group cycles.
An individual activity ranges from Picasso painting a picture to a motorist__
dumping his trash in a roadside ditch. Group performances both assist in -----
welding a sense of community, and emerge rom encounters within such a community.
Public hearings on a planned (scored) mall in a city, or participating in a
lively class discussion are examples of groups acting creatively. In terms of
ecology, one of the issues to emerge from this book is that the scoring and
performahce of the environment, has been left too often to individuals, without
community interaction, and that the valuaction motivating the scoring and
performance has been based upon economic and commercial gain, to the detriment
oftheenvironment.
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The private, self-oriented
inner cycle and the community,
group-oriented outer cycle to-
gether make up the RSVP cycles
necessary to encompass all
human creative processes. Thus,
this book deals with the two
RSVP cycles. The inner cycle as
the separate self and the outer
cycle as the collective self:
individual and community.
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Let's first consider the idea of
resources in human performance and
lifestyle.

I CRASH1D/NG ON THE MOON

A. FIRST SECTION (to be taken by individuals). You are
a member of a space crew originally scheduled to rendezvous with a
mother ship4on-the lighted surface of the moon. Because of mechanical
difficulties; however, your ship was forced to land at a spdt some
two hundred miiesefrom the rendezvous point. During the landing much
of the ship and the equipment aboard were damaged, and since survival
depends on reaching the mother ship, the most critical items still
available must be chosenkfor the two -hundred -elle trip. Below are
listed the ten items left intact and undamaged after landing. Your
task is to rank thekin order of their importance in allowing your
crew to reach the rendezvous point. Place the number 1 by the most
important item, the number 2 by the second most important, and so on
through number 10, the.least important.

Food concentrate
50 feet of nylon-rope
Parachute silk
Two 100-pound tanks of oxygen
Map of the stars as seen from the moon
Life raft
5 gallons of water
Signal flares
First-aid kit containing injection needles
Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter

B. SECOND SECTION (group consensus). This is an (mercies in group decision-
making. Your group is to emplayhe method, of group consensus in reaching
its decision. This means that the prediction for each of the ten survival
items must be agreed upon by each group-Member before it becomes a part
of the group decision. Consensus is difficult to reach. Therefore, not
every ranking will meet with everyone's complete approiml. Try, as a group,.
to make each ranking one with which all group members can at least partially
agree. Here are some guides to use in reaching consensus:

1. Avoid arguing for your own individual judgments. Approach the task
on the basis of logic.
2. Avoid changing your mind Only in order to reach agreement and eliminate
conflict. Support only-selutions with which you are able to agree to some
extent, at least.
3. Avoid conflict-reducing techniques such as majority vote, averaging, or
trading in reaching decisions.
4. View differences of opinion as helpful rather than as a hindrance in
decision-making.

On the Group Summary Sheet place the individual rankings made earlier by each
group member. Take as much time as you need in reaching your group decision.
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Let's pretend that your class has been shipwrecked and
tits6 found itn way to a deserted tropical 'isle. You tion't kutr::
how long you wil1 Wove to remain on thequlond, but it Itho-s

it will be_a long time. .11ust. you have n ron1
problem. -qte first thing you do is to survey the rusour(:es
have in your possession --brought with you from the ship. 01,..P
items are: .

three hundred-feet of-nylon rope
a first aid kit
ten steel fish hooks
one axe
two steel ouckets(one leaks)
twelve tins of sardines
six bib cans of-peaches
three cigarette lighters
a box of matches
four knives .

one flare gun & ten flares
a machette
a file
a hammer & about 100 nails

two balls of twine
three leaky lifeooats
ten oars(one cracked)
a Bible (water soaked)
one canteen
some coins (totaling $4.76).
six blankets(wet)
two canvas sails

Tour island is only two miles wide and five miles long. It's hilly,
but warm with agood supply of fresh water. Get three class members to draw
a map. Meanwhile, the rest of the class should list, the needs of the group
which must be fulfilled.

With your resources from the ship (including human resources), your map,
and the list of needs, sit down and plan your performance on the island. That
is, sit down and create a satisfactory lifestyle and discuss how you will fulfill
it.

It may be that you cannot now do what will be
required on the island. Why don't some of you
dig in and do some research? The Whole Earth
Catalogue, Boy Scout manuals, etc. are Sialiint
sources of know-`how. Making fire. Making
shelters. Cooking. Finding food. Health measures
etc
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1. yith a friend, clip some interesting photographs of natural areas.
from magazines. Present these to the class and have individual-6 or
small groups tell what kinds of lifestyles they might disign for human
performance in the environment. pictured. Try to make this a pleasant
\\\\\discussion!

2. Clip some' photographs of man -made environments, or of
what men have done in an environment, and condilet some
public interviews. Ask people about their feelings toward
these environmental performances and why they feel the way
they do. Ask them to tell how they might perform in these
environments and how they might change the environments.
Don't forget to ask them "Why?"

Resources on't determine our performance as men on our little-space-
ship earth, but ow we see hnd how we decide to use these "resources" have
a great deal to Soy about us as humans--who we think we are, what we value,
and what we think we are about! low we decide as men together on our speck
in the universe will greatly influence the quality of our lives-and in fact
whether we survive as men at all!'

Can you imagine a mother;in Kentucky seeing strip miners' rip out the graves
of her dead children in brier to get another ton of coal to power someone's
electric toothbrush or hot comb?

Can you imagine clubbing baby seals to death so some society matron might
wrap her palid, wrinkled flesh in .a "fashionable" coat of their furs? Or
slaughtering a zebra so some PIlythate may pose for an obscene photograph
on the contrasting colors of its former coat?
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S CeitiS
..,cores Nrc:. c.ins for perfornunGe.
scor-;:cs. , 3 11C c.mer
in Lines , :ire ri , 41.1.einzz folk, lr c ie .21:Ac

Ira Live ;7E' r.k_q .
s Per the fo LI ores 3r.r "..he
1 i fe;':

nubs arid neoulands

Chock ©d
Telephone Miles

LOCAL CALLS L. fU EACH
NO ROOM SER'VICE, PLEASE

SWITCHBOARD OPEN 740 A.M. TO 9:30 P.M.
MAY-LABOR DAY

PAY FOR ALL CALLS AT OFFICE

Units with kitchen. Wash and clean all utensils before you check out:Leave
Apartment as you found
You are responsible for any damage, or losi_to-property. Your car de-
scription. and Mono ,plate number_ is on fail in our office.
Only Registered Guests permitted to occupy units, or swim in pool.
No rough stuff tolerated.

No money refunded.
Please do not play your TV ir) radio too *bud as it may disturb other
guests. '"
Please leave key in office; on dresser if braving before 7;30 a.m.
Please get :note supplies (blankets. alarm locics. towels, ice. etc.) and
information before office closes.

During season pay for number of days you plan to stay.
No maid service.
Leave door locked and air conditioner/heater - ad lights off.
Please do not take any blankets. dishes. linens (except towels), to beaches.
Do not fail to call on us if we can be ol service to you.

This is not a :pcjzif motel.
We appreciate your patronage and hope to make your stay enjoyable
and hope you will return.
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*Reprinted from Ralprin, as211, p.99.
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OK. You have examined some examples of RgsouRcts,
SCORES, VALUACTION,_and PERFORMANCE. Now let's put 'it
together. After all, we are interested in reflecting
upon our own aid altel.native lifestyles(performanceS1)
and what thesellimply about us a humans and what they
imply for our nvironments. . . and perhaps, our survival!

The remainder of this booklet contains ten lifestyles
.and a listing of even mo e sources to locate lifestyle
__descrlptions. With your teacher and fellow students, select
---severat-for-analysts.--Use ilelprin's idea of RSVP Cycles to
1%0: Ante these lifestyles and see what they'meant for
those.who lived them, and what they mean to us as we try
to live together it men on a finite earth.

\
Li444 zirviss
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A. The 0m Boat, alas Crane

Thie iii one of most popular-of stories by Stephen Crane, the famous author

of le Red 1.41 of'Courase. In this short etory, four men are shipwrecked and

drifting about off the coast of Florida in an open boat. Cramped in a small

dinghy, they are trying to reach the safety of shore, while the relentlxes

sea offers them problems in abundance. After you read the following excerpt,

apply the RSVP model --concentrating upon the crew's problems with the natural

and their manmade environments.

I

Nova of them knew the colour of the sky. Their eyes
gtarioed Bevel, and were fastened upon the waves that swept
toward them. These waves were of the hue of slate, save
far the tops, which. were of foaming white, and all of the
men knew the colours of the sea. The horizon narrowed
and widened, and dipped and rose. and at all times its edge
was jagged with waves that seemed thrust up in points like
rocks.

Many a man ought to have a bathtub larger than the
boat which here rode upon the sea. These waves were
most wrongfully and ,barbarously abrupt and tall, and each
froth-top was a problem in small-boat navigation.

The cook. squatted in tne bottom, and looker; with both.
eyes at the six inches of gunwale which set stated him
from the ocean. His sleeves were rolled over his tat
forearms, and the two flaps of his unbuttoned vest dangled
as be bent to bail out the boat. Often he said, "Gawdf
that was a narrow clip." As he remarked it he invariably
gazed eastward over the broken sea.

SAst.Tbe oiler, stetting with one of the two oars in the' boat,
sometimes raised himself suddenly to keep clear of water
that swirled in over the stern. It *as a thin tittle oar, and
it seemed ofter. ready to snap.

Tbe correspondent, pulling at the other oar, watched
the waves and wondered why he was there.

Tbe in ured ca lying in the bow, was at this time
buried in thaprofound dejection and indifference which
cams, temporarily at least, to even the
elskuing when, the firm the army loses,

the ship goes down. The mind of the master of a viffel
is rooted deep in the timbers of her, though he command
for a day or a decade; and this captain had an him the
stern impression of a scene in the greys of dawn of seven
turned faces, and later a stump of a topmast with a white
ball on it, that slashed to and fro at the waves, went low
and lower, and down. Thereafter there was something
strange in his voice. Although steady, it was deep with
mourning, and of a quality beyond oration or tears.

"Keep 'er a little mere south, Billie," said he.
"A little more south, said the oiler: in the stern.

* Reprinted from Stephen Crane: Stories, and Tales, edited by Robert Wooster

Stallman (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1955), Pp. Z15-220. Copyright

1898.
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A seat in his boat was not unlike a seat upon a buck.
ing broncho, and by the same token a broncho is not
much smaller. The craft pranced and reared and plunged
like an animal. As each wave came. and she rose for it,
she seemed like a horse making at a fence olillageolialY
high. The manner of her scramble over these walls of
water is a mystic thing. and, moreover, at the top of them
were ordinarily these problems in white water, the, foam
racing down from the summit of each wave requiring a
new leap. and a leap from the air. Then, after scornfully
bumping a crest, she would slide arid.race and splash down
a long incline, and arrive bobbing and sledding in front
of the next menace.

A singular disadvantage of the sea lies in the fact that
after successfully-surmounting one wave you discover that
there is another behind it jbst as important and just as
nersously anxious to do something effective in the way of
swamping boats. In a tenfoili dinghy one can get an idea
of the resources 01 the sea in the litre of waves that is not
probable to the average experience which is never at sea
in a dinghy. As each slaty wail of water approached, it
shut all else tram the view of the men in the boat, and
tt v. 4s not difficult to imagine that this particular wave
v.as the final outburst of the ocean, the last effort of the
grim water. There was a terrible grace in the move of the
oases, and they came in silence. save for the snarling of
the crests.

In the wan light the faces of the men must have been

grey. Their_eyes must have glinted in strange ways as they
gazed steadily astern. Viewed from a balcony. the whole
thing would doubtless have been weirdly picturesque. But
the men In the boat had no time to see it, and if they bad
had leisure, them were other things to occupy their minds.
The sun swung steadily up the sky, and they knew it was
broad day because the colour of the sea changed from
state to emerald green streaked with amber lights, and the
foam was like tumbling snow. The process of the break-
ing -day was unknown to them. They were aware only of
this effect upon the colour of the waves that rolled toward
them.

In disjointed sentences, the cook and the correspondent
argued as to the difference between a life-saving station
and a house of -refuge. The cook had said:. "There's a
house of refuge just north of the Mosquito inlet Light,
and as soon as they see us they'll come off in their boat
and pick to up."

"As soon as who see us?" said the corresponclOt.
"The crew," said the cook.
"Houses of refuge don't have crews," said the corre-

spondent. "As I understand them, they are only places
where clothes and grub are stored for the benefit of ship-
wrecked people. They don't carry crews."

"Oh, yes, they do," said the cook.
"No, they don't," said the correspondent.
"Well, we're not thervet, anyhow," said the oiler, in

the stern.
"Well." said the cook, "perhaps it's not a house of refuge

that l'm thinking of as being near Mosquito Inlet Light:
perhaps it's a life-saving station."

"We're not there yet,"-said the oiler in the stern-
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As the boat bounced from the top, of each wave the wind
tore through the hair of the hatless men, and as the craft
plopped her stern &Iwo again the spray slashed past them.
The crest of each of these waves was a hill, from the top

- of which the men surveyed for a moment a broad tumul-

tuous expanse. shining and wind-riven. It was probably
splendid, it was probably glorious. this play of the free
sea. wild with liehis of emerald and white and amber,

-Bully good thing it's an on-shore wind,' said the cook.
"If not, where *Quid we be? Wouldn't have a show."

"That's right.- said the correspondent.
Thc busy oiler nodded his assent.
Then the captain, in the bow, chuckled in a way that

cspressed humour. contempt. tragedy. all in one. "Do you
think we've got much of a show now, boys?" said he.

Whereupon the three were silerit, save for a trifle of
hemming and hassine. To express any particular optimism
at this time the felt to be childish and stupid, but they -
all doubtless possessed this sense of the situation in
minds. A round; man thinks doggedly at such times. On
the other liand, the ethics of their condition was decidedly
against any open suggestion of hopelessness. So they were
silent.

"Oh, well," said the captain, soothing his children, "we'll
get ashore all right,"

But there was that ;n his tone which made them think;
so the oiler quoth, "Yes! if this wind bolds."

The cook was baiting. "Yes! if we don't catch hell in
the surf." r

Canton-flannel gulls flew near and far. Sometimes they
sat down on the sea, near patches of brown seaweed that
railed over the vrases with a movement like carpets on a
line in a gale. The birds sat comfortably in groups, and
they were ens icd by some in the dinghy, for the wrath of
the sea was no more to them than it was to a covey of
prairie chickens a thousand miles inland. Often they came
very close, and stared at the men with black bead-like eyes.
At these times they were uncanny and sinister in their
unblinking scrutiny, and the men hooted angrily at them,
telling them to be gone. One came, and evidently decided
to alight on the top of the captait's head. The bind -Ilmv
parallel to the boat and did not circle. but made short
sidelong jumps, in the air in chicken-fashion. His black
eyes were wistfully fixed upon the captain's head. "Ugly

brute," said the oiler to the bird. "You look as if you were
made with a jackknife." The cook and the correspondent
swore darkly at the creature, Thc captain naturally wished
to knock it away with the end of the heavy painter, but
he did not dare do it, because anything resembling an
emphatic gesture would have cifKized this freighted boat;
and so, with his open hand, the captain gently and care-
fully waved the gull away. After it haat been discouraged
from the pursuit the captain breathed gasier on account of
his hair, and others breathed cosier because the bird struck
their minds at this time as being somehow gruesome and
ominous.

In the meantime the oiler and the correspondent rowed.
And also they rowed. They sat together in the same seat,
and each rowed an oar. Then the oiler took both oars;
then the correspondent took both oars; then the oiler; then
the correspondent. They rowed and they rowed. The very
ticklish part of the business was when the time came for
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By the very last star of truth. it is easier IQ steal eggs from
under a hen than it was to change seats in the dinghy.
First the man in the stern slid his hand along the thwart
and moved with care, as if he were of Sevres. Then the
man in the rowing-scat slid his hand along the other
thwart. It was all done with the most extraordinary cue.
As the two sidled past each other, the whole party kept
watchful e)es on the coming wave, and the captain cried:
"Look out, now! Steady, there!"

The brown mats of seaweedthatappearedfromtime
to time were like islands. bits of earth. They were travel-
ling, apparently, neither one way nor the other. They were,
to all intents, stationary. They informed the men in the
boat that it was making progress slowly toward the land.

The captain, rearing cautiously in the bow after the
dinghy soared on a great swell, said that he had seen the
lighthouse at Mosquito Inlet. Presently the cook remarked
that he had seen it. The correspondent was at the oars
then, and for some reason he too wished to look at the
TiAthouse; but his back was toward the far shore, and

the waves were important, and for some time he could
not seize an opportunity to turn his head. But at last there
came a wave more gentle than the others, and when at
the crest of it he swiftly scoured the western horizon.

"See it?" said the captain.
"No," said the correspondent. slowly; "I didn't see any-

thing."
"Look again," said the captain. He pointed. "It's exactly

in that direction."
At the top of another wave the correspondent did as he

yea.: bid, and this time his eyes chanCed onsa small, still
thing on the edge of the swaying horizon. It was pm-
eisely,tike the point of a pin. It took an anxious eye to
find a lighthouse so tiny.

"Think we'll make it, Captain?"
If this-wind holds and the boat don't swamp, we can't
do much else." said the captain.

The little boat, lifted by each towering sea and splashed
siciously by the crests, made progress that in the absence
of seaweed was not apparent to those in her. She seemed
just a wee thing wallowing, miraculously top up, at the
mercy of five oceans. Occasionally a great spread of water,
like white flames, swarmed into her.

"Bail her. cook." said the captain, serenely.
"All right; Captain," said the cheerful cook.

III

It would be difficult to describe the subtle brotherhood of
Men that was here established on the seas. No one said
that it was so. No one mentioned it. But it dwelt in the

_13,131 snit nat41 man fen ;1 whirm him They were a cap-
tain. an oiler, a cook. and a correspondent. and they were
friendsfriends in a more curiously iron hound degree
than may be common. The hurt captain, lying against the
water-far in the bow. spoke always in a low voice and
calmly; but he could never command a more ready and
swiftly obedient crew than the motley three of the dinghy.
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B. Cacao., Carl Sandberg

Carl Sandberg is one of the beet -known poets of the United States. His
works are widely-read and enjoyed, including his multi-volume prose bio-
graphy of Abraham Lincoln. nwimmaJneprinted-below-is one 4f-his-most-
-famous-Pbems from a volume entitled Chicago Pbems (1916) which convey
fascinating images of life in that mid,westerm,city. After reading the
poem, apply the RSVP modal to_Chicmgo lifestyles, as swggestiO by Sandbergis
images.

CHICAGO

Hoc Butcher for the World,
Tool Maker, Stacker of Wheat,
Player with Railroads and the Nation's Freight Handler;
Stormy, husky, brawling,
City of the Big Shoulders:

They tell me you are wiacd and I believe them, for I have seen your
_--parrited-wornerrundertise-gas-lamps-luring-the-farm-boys.

And they telline you are crooked and I answer: Yes, it is true I have seen
the gunman kill and go free to kill again.

And they tell Inc you are brutal and my reply is: On the faces of women
and children I have seen the marks of wanton hunger.

And having answered so I turn once more to those who sneer at this my
city, and I give then back the sneer and say to them:

Come and show me another city with lifted head singing so proud to be
alive and coarse and strong-and cunning.

Flinging magnetic curses amid. the toil of piling job ott job, here is a tall
bold slugger set vivid against the little soft cities;

Fierce as a dug with tongue lapping for action, cunning as a savage pitted
against the wikleitiess,

Bareheaded,
Shove
Wrecking,
Planning,
Building, breaking, rebuilding,

Under the smoke, dust all over his mouth, laughing with white teeth,
Under the terrible burden of destiny laughing as a young man laughs,
Laughing even as an ignorant fighter laughs wfio has never lost .a battle,
Bragging and laughing that under his wrist is the pulse, and under his ribs

the heart of the people,
LauhinI

Laughing the stormy, husky, brawling aug rater o out al -naked,
sweating, proud to be Hog Butcher, Tool Maker, Stacker of Wheat,
Player with Railroads and Freight Handler to the Nation.

* Reprinted from Carl Sandberg, Co plate Poems (New York: Harcourt, brace\&. Works
1950), PP. 3-4. Copright 1916.
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C. St. LouispAaltkAsult_a,0 Lincoln Steffens

Theodore Roosevelt,ca.UAd authors,who wrote about social problem, muck-
rakers. Lincoln Steffens was one of those muckrakers --and he raked urban
mud, commenting upon life in the cities. He exposed the corruption, squalor,
and evils of urban life. In the passage reprinted below, he describes some
-problems-in-St--Louis.- After-you read-itrapply the RSVP-model;-----

* Repr inted from at Autol#osrsphr of Madan §toffens (New York: The Lit-
erary Guild, 1931),4p. 365473. Copyright 1931, by Harcourt, Brace, and
World, inc.
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D. The pentley, Family, Sherwood Anderson

The following passage is taken from a collection of short stories- about
individual people in a small town which the author, Sherwood Anderson, wove
into a novel form. The Bentley family, described below, offers a prime example
of smell farm lifestyles in the late nineteenth century. Read it and apply the
R5V1---model. What-are-tifeflfel-foatures_ of hunmn performance here?

THERE WERE always three or four old people
sitting on the front porch of the house or puttering about
she garden of the Bentley farm. Three of ,the old people
etc women and sisters io Jesse. They were a colorless,

uftAuiced lot. Then there was a. silent old man with thin
white hair who was Jesse's uncle. .

The farmhouse was built of wood, a board outercover-
ing over a framework of logs. It was in reality not one
house but a cluster of houses joineiLtogether_in-a-rathe
ltirsharl manner. Inside, the place was full of surprises.
One went up steps from the living room into the dining
mom and there were always steps to be ascended or de-
scended in passing from one room to another. At meal
times the place was like a beehive. At one moment all was
quiet, then doors began to open, feet clattered on stairs, a
murmur of soft voices arose and people appeared from a
dozen obscure corners.

Beside the old people, already mentioned, many others
lived in the Bentley. house. There were four hired men, a
woman named Aunt Callie Beebe, who was in charge of
the housekeeping, a dull-witted girl named Eliza Stough-
ton, who made beds and helped with the milking, a boy
who worked in the stables, and Jesse Bentley himself, the
owner and overlord of it all.

By the time the American Civil War had been over for
twenty years, that part of Northern Oftk) where the Bent-
ley farms lay hattbegun to emerge from pioneer life. Jesse
then owned machinery for harvesting grain. He had built
modern barns and most of his land was drained with
carefully laid tile drain, but in order to understand the
man we will have to go back to an earlier day.

The Bentley jamily_had-been-in--Northern-Ohio for
several generations before Jesse's time. They came from
New York State and took up land when the country was
new and land could be had at a low price. For a long time
they, in common with all the other Middle Western pee
ple, were very poor. The land they had settled upon was
heavily wooded and covered with fallen logs and under
Mush. After the long hard labor of clearing these away

* fteprinted from Sherwood Anderson, Winesburg, Ohio ( New York: Viking Preen, 1960),
Pp. 0-65. Copyright 1919.
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and cutting the timber, there were still the stumps to be
reckoned with. Plows run through the fields- caught on
hidden roots, stones lay all about. on the low places water
gathered, and the young corn turned yellow, sickened and
died.

When Jesse Bentley's father and brothers bad come
into their ownership of the place, much of the harder-part
of the work of clearing had been done, but they clung to
old traditions and worked like driven animals. They lived
as practically all of the farming people of the time lived.
In the spring and through most' of the winter the highways
leading into the town of Winesburg were a sea of mud.
The four young men of the family worked hard all day in
the fields, they ate heavily of coarse, greasy food, and at
night slept like tired beasts on be& of straw. Into their
lives came little that was not coarse and brutal and out-

wardly they were themselves coarse and brutal. On Sat-
urday afternoons they hitched a team of horses to a three -
seated wagon and went off to town. In_ town they stood
about the stoves in the stores talking to other firmer; or
to the store keepers. They were dressed in overalls and in
the winter wore heavy coats that were flecked with mud.
Their hands as they stretched them out to the heat of the
stoves were cracked and red. It was difficult for them to
talk and so they for the most part kept silent. When they
had bought meat, flvar, sugar, and salt, they went into
one of the Winesburg saloons and drank beer. Under the
influence of drink' the naturally strong lusts of their na-
tures, kept suppressed by the heroic labor of breaking up
new ground, were released. A kind of crude and anima-
like poetic fervor took possession of them. On the road
home they stood up on the wagon seats and shouted at the.
stars. Sometimes they fought long and bitterly and at
other times they broke forth into songs. Once Enoch Bent-
le)', the older one of the boys, struck his father, old Tom
Bentley, with the butt of a teamster's whip, and the old
man seemed likely to die. For days Enoch lay hid in the
straw in the loft of the stable ready to flee-if she result of

4- his inementary-passion-turned-or.t-10-be-Int- MS

kept alive with food brought by his mother, who also kept
him informed of the injured man's condition. When all
turned out well he' emerged from his hiding place and
went back to the work of clearing land as though nothing
had happened. ""
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B. UE thg asz, Hamlin Garland ;

Writing about farm lif,s in the u
the return of a soniwho had gone Bas
where his brother Grant eeked out a
RSVP- model to GranttK-PWformance in

The next day was a rainy day;
an unusual thing in midsumme
in the fireless, colorless farmho
peculiar reaction which surely
ter, when thought is a wearine
own familiar walls and pictures
friends, feeling at the same tim
friends nearer and more c.ongeni

Howard ate his breakfast a

per Mid-weet, Hamlin Garland set forth

and become famous, to the old farmstead
wing and a sense of futility. Apply the

1M-;:Tirithe whibh was his environment.

ot a shower, but a steady rain-
in the West. A told,, dismal day
uses. It came to Howard in that
mes during a visit of this charac-
s, when the visitor longs fur his
and books, and longs to meet his
the tragedy of life which makes
I than blood-relations.
one, save Baby and Laura its

mother going about the room. Bitby and mother alike 'riisted on
let ding him to death. Already dyspeptic pangs were setting in.

"Now ain't there something more I can-"
"Good heavens! Not" he cried, in dismay. "I'm likely to die of

dyspepsia now. This honey and milk, and these delicious hot
biscuits-"
', "I'm afraid it ain't much like he breakfasts )Lou have in the
city."

"Well, no, it ain't," he confessed:Tut this is the kind a man
needs when he lives in the open air

She sat down opposite him, with her elbows on the table, her
chin in her palm, her eyes full of shadows,

"I'd like to go ,:o a city once. I ever saw a town bigger'n La
CrOsse. I've never seen a play, bu . I've read of 'em in the maga-
zines. It must be wonderful; they stiy they have whiorves and real
ships coming up to the wharf, arid people getting off and on.
How do they do ft?" '

'Oh, that's too long a story to tell. It's a lot:Of machinery and
paint and canvas. If I told you hoW It was denc, you wouldn't
enjoy it so well when you come on aid see it."

"Do you ever expect to sec me in ;New York?"
"Why, yes. Why not? I expect 'Grant to come on and bring you

all some day, especially Tonikins heFe.Tonikins, you hear, sir? I
expect you to collie on you' forf birfday, stire THe tried thus to
stop the 'woman 's Igloomy_confidence.1

"I .hate farmylifb,",she wont in vi4461 hitter inliectioav "It 'e
nothing but fret, fret, and work the whole time, never going any
place, never seeing anybody but a lot of neighbors just as big
fools as you are. I spend my time fighting Hies and washing dishes
and churning. I'm sick of it all."

3

* Reprinted from Hamlin Garland, Main-- Travelled Rcads(New York: Macmillan Comp.

?any, 1899), pp. 117-129.
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Howaru was silent. What could he say to such an indictment'

The ceiling swarmed with flies which the cold Tain had driven to
seek the warmth of the kitchen. The gray rain was falling with a
dreary sound outside, and down the kitchen stove-pipe an occa-
sional drop fell on the stove With a hissing, angry sound.

The young wife went on with a deeper note:
"I lived in La Crosse two years, going to school, and I know a

liftle-soriiethinf of whit city life is., If I was a man, I bet I
wouldn't wear my life out on a farm, as Grant does. rd get away
and I'd do something. I wouldn't care what, but I'd get away."

There was a certain volcanic energy back of all the woman
said, that made Howard feel she would make the attempt. She
did not know that the_struggle for a place to stand on this planet
was eating the heart and Soul out of men and women in the city,
just as in the country. But he could say nothing. If he had said in
conventional phrase. sitting there in his soft clothing, "We must
make the best of it all," the woman couldjustly have thrown the
dishcloth in his face. Ile could say nothing.

"I was a fool for ever marrying," she went on, while the baby
pushed a chair across the room "I made a decent living teaching,

. I was free to come and go, my money was my own. Now rm tied
right down to a churn or a dishpan, I never have a cent of my .

own. He's growlin"round half the time, and there's no chance of
his ever being different."

She stopped with a bitter sob in her throat. She forget she vitis '

talking to her husband's brother. She was conscious only of his i.
.1 sympathy. . 1

As if a great black cloud had settled down upon him, Howard '
felt it all-the horror, hopelessness, imminent tragedy of it all.
The glory of nature, the. bounty and splendor of the sky, on', 1

made it the more benumbing. He thought of a sentence Mitit
once wrote:

4

"I see very well the atveole of the dandelions, and the sur, also,
far down there behind the hills, flinging his glory uron the
clouds. But not alone that-I see in the plains the smoke of the
tired horses at the plough, or, on a stony-hearted spot of ground, d-
a back-broken man trying to raise himself upright for a moment
to breathe. The tragedy is surrounded by glories-that is no in,

6
vention of mine."

'Howard arose abruptly and went back to his little bedroom,
where he walked up and down the floor till he was calm enough
to write, and theri he sat down and poured it all out to "Dearest
Margaret," and his first sentence was this:

If it were not for' you (just to let you know the mood I'm

in-)-0-it-were not for_you, ind_l had the world in my hands, rti
crush it like a puff-ball; evil so predominates, suffering is so uni-
versal and persistent, happiness so fleeting and so infrequent."

He wrote on for two hours, and by the time he had sealed and
directed several letters he felt calmer, but still terribly depressed.
The rain was still falling, sweeping down from the half-seen hills,
wreathing the wooded peaks with a gray garment of mist, and
filling the yeller with rt whitish cloud.

It fell around the house dreanly. It ran down into the tubs
placed to catch it. dripped front the mossy pump, and drummed
on the upUrned milk-pails, and upon the brown and yellow bee-
hives under the maple trees. The chickens seemed depressed, but
the irrepressible bluejay screamed amid it all, with the same in-
solent spirit, his plumage untarnished by the wet. The barnyard
showed a horrible mixture of mud and mire, through which
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Howard caught glimpses of the men_ , slumping to and fro without
more additional protection than a ragged coat and a shapeless

felt hat'.
In the sitting room where his mother sat sewing there was not

an ornament, save the etching he had brought. The clock stood
on a small shelf, its dial so much defaced that one could not tell
the time of day; and when it struck, it was with noticeably dis-
proportionate deliberation, as if it wished to correct any mistake
into which the family might have fallen by reason of its illegible
dial.

.The paper on the walls showed" the first concession of the Puri-
tans to the Spirit of Beauty, and was made up of a heterogeneous
mixture of flowers of unheard-of shapes and colors, arranged in
four different ways along the wall. There, were no books, no
music, and only a few newspapers in sight-a bare, blank,. cold,
drab-colored shelter from the rain, not a home. Nothing cosey,
nothing heart-warming; a grim and horrible shed.

"What are they doing? it can't be they'ce at work such a day as
this," Howard said, standing at the window.

"They find plenty to do, even on rainy days," answered his
mother. "Grant always has some job to set the men at. It's the
only way to live."

Ill go out and see them." He turned suddenly. "Mother, why
should Grant treat me so? Have I deserved it?"

Mrs. McLane sighed in pathetic hopelessness. "I donrknow;--
Howard. rm worried about Grant. He gets more an' more down
hearted an' gloomy every day. Seems if he'd go crazy. He don't
care how he looks any more, won't dress up on Sunday. Days an'
days hell go aroun' not sayin' a word. I was in hopes you could
help him, Howard.'

"My .coming seems to have had an opposite effect. He hasn't
spoken a word to me, except when he had to, since I came.

1M Cher, what do you say to going home with me to New York?"
Oh, I couldn't do that!" she cried in tefror. I couldn't live M a

big city-never!"
"There speaks the truly rural mind,'Ismiled Howard at his

mother, who was %coking up at him throjugh her glasses with a
pathetic forlornness which sobered' him again. "Why, mother, you
could live in Orange, New jersey, or out in Connecticut, and be
just as lonesome as you are here. You wouldn't need to live in the -
city. I could see you then every day or two."

"Weil, I couldn't leave Grant and the baby, anyway,* she re-
plied, not realizing how one could live in New Jersey and do
business daily in New 'York.

"Well, then, how would you like to go b_ack _into-the --old
house?_" .
. The patient hands fell to the lap, the dim eyes fixed in Search-
ing glance on his face. There was a wistful cry in the voice.

"Oh, Howard! Do you mean-" . / ,
He came and sat down by her. and put his arm about her and

hugged her hard. "I mean, you dear, good, patient, work-weary
old mother, rm going to buy back the old farm and put you in
it."

There was no refuge for her now except In tears, and she put
up her thin, trembling old hands about his neck, and cried in that
easy, placid, restful way age has.

Howard could not speak. His throat ached with remorse and
pity. He saw his forgetfulness of them all once more without
relief, --the black thing it was! __-_- --

6 8
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"There, there, mother, don't cry?" he said, -torn with-anguiSh by
her tears. Measured by man's tearlessnes,, her weeping seemed
terrible to him. "I didn't realize how things were going hinv. It
was all my faultor, at least, most of it, Grant's letter didn't
reach me. I thought you were still on the old farm. But no matter;
it's all over now. Come, don't cry any more, mother dear. I'm
going to take care of you now."

It had been years since the poor, lonely woman had felt such
warmth of love. Her sons had been like her husband, chary of
expressing their affection;, and like most Puritan families, there
was little of caressing among them. Sitting there with the rain on
the roof and driving through the trees, they planned getting back
into the old house. Howard's plan seemed to -her full of splendor
and audacity. She began to understand his power and wealth
now, as he put it into concrete form before her. -

"I wish I could eat Thanksgiving dinner there with you," he
said at last, "but it can't be thought of. However, I'll have you all
in there before I go home. I'm going out now and tell Grant. Now
don't worry any more I'm going to fix it ar, up with him, sure:"
He gave her a. parting hug.

.

Laura advised him not to attetIppt to get to the barn; but as he
persisted in going, she hunted .' p an old rubber coat for him.
"You'll mire down and spoil your shoes,* she said,-glancing at his
neat calf gaiters. .

"Darn the difference!" helatiglW tdin'irdld-vajr"'Besi4-ei,-r-ve------
got rubbers."

"Better go round by the fence," she advised, as he stepped out
into the pouring rain.

How wretchedly familiar it all Was? The miry cowyard, with
the hollow trampled out around the horse-trough, the disconso-
late hens standing under the wagons and shedua pig wallowing
across its sty, and for atmosphere the desolate, falliing rain. It was
so familiar he felt a pang of the old rebellious despair which
seized him on such days in hit boyhood.

Catching Up courage, he stepped out on the grass, opened the
gate and entered the barn-yard. A narrow ribbon of turf ran

- _around the fence, on which he could walk by clinging with one
hind- to_the rough boards. In this way he slowly made his wit>,
around the periphery, and taine at last to the open barn-cleior
without much harm.

It was a desolate interior. lu:the open.floor7way Crant, seat d
upon a half bushel, was mending a harness. 'The old man was
holding the trace in his hard brown hands; the boy,was lying on'a
wisp of hay. It was a small barn, and poor at that: There was a
bad smell, as of dead rats, about it, and the rain fell through the
shingles here and there. To the right, and below, the hOrses stood,
looking up with their elm and beautiful eyes, in which the whole
scene was idealized.

'1
Grant looked up au iriitant, and then went on with his work.
"Did yeh ade through?" grinned Lewis, exposing his broken

te?th,
"No, I kinder circumainbiated the pond."Irenilt down on the

little tool-box near Crant. "Your barn is a good deal like that in
'The, Arkansaw Traveller.' Needs a new roof, Crane." his voice
had a. pleasant sound, full of the tenderness of the seene through
whielf,he had just been. "In fact. you need a new barn."!

1 'ILIA' a good litany things inore"it I'll ever get;' Craw replied
shortly,'

"flowlong did you say you'd been un this farm?"
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"I don't s'pose yoi
on, Grant," he crie
sake, don't get ma
at."

ye been able to think of buying-Now hold
as Grant threw his head back. "For God's
again! Wait tilt you see what I'm driving

"I don't see what ou're drivite at, and I don't care. All I want
' you to do is to let is alone. That ought to be easy enough for
you,"

"I tell you, I &In' get your letter. I didn't know you'd lost the
old farmL &maid wag_ detexinined_notflo -quarrel. "I didn't
suppose -"

"You'night 'a' come to see."
"Well, admit tqatT-All-I-cailayitexcuse is that since I got

to managing plays I e lcept looking ahead to making a big hit
and getting a barrel of money-just as the old miners used to
hope and watch. Bes des. you don't understand how much pres-
sure there its on me. hundred different people pul ing and haul-
ing to have Me go he e or go there, or do this or do that. When it
isn't yachting, Its can eing,Oi-"

He stopped. _His h art gave a painful throb, a d a shiver ran
-him. Again c saw:his life, so rich, if, bri ht, so free, set

over against the rout Ile life in the little low lkite en, the barr61
sitting rooni, and th' stillinore_herxibl
brother sit there in ct and grimy clothing,114nding a broken
trace, while he eniove all the light and civilizati n-of the age?

He looked at Grant s fine figure, his great, str ng face; recalled
his deep, stern. mask fill voice. "Am I so muc superior to him?
Ilave not eirvinnstanc s made;ine and destroy$ him?"-- "Grant, for God's s
beets negligent and c
let me do something
thousand dollars. I've
all back there once m

"I don't want any o
"It ain't charity, It's

let's get at an understalnding, Grant. I can't go
go back to New York 4nd leave you here like

Grant rose too. "I till you, I 'don't ask your
this thing up with m
why, it's all right. I a
don't earn."

"But you don't get w

ke, don't sit there like
Mess. understan
or you now. I've sent t
got terms on the old fa
re before I return."
your charity?
only justice to you." H

nit' Ill admit I've
it all myself. But

New York for five
m. Let me see you

ney. If you've got mor
n't got any, right- to tak

iat you do earn. It ain't yo
to see it now. Being the oldest, I had the best chart
t9 town to school while you were ploughing and h

\course I thought you'd
1. the start of you. If you'

an like Gook, you mig
here I am?

rose, "Come, now,
n this way. I can't
is."
elp. You can't fix

anythina
brainin I have,

g-Wrt

r fault. I begin
ewes going

king corn. Of I

three years Ie going soon yourself. I ha
been in my place, you might have met a
t have gone to New York and have been

"Well, it can't be helped now. So drop it"
"Wt it must be' helped?" Howard said, pacing about, is hands

in his coat-pockets. Gran had stopped work, and was gloomily
looking out of the door at: pig nosing in the mud for str grains

of wheat at the granary/
withdrew.

"Goad God? I see it all
sioned tone. "I went aljleari

then father died, an
stances made me and drush
Luck made me and cheated

His voice faltered. Both

r. The': old man and the boy uietly

ow," Howard burst out in an i ipas-
with my education, got my sti rt in
you took up his burdens. Or tn-

yon. That's all there is about at.
ou. It ain't right."
en ere now oblivious of their co
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panions and of the scene. Both were thinking of the days when
they both planned great, things in the way of education, two
ambit io dreamful boys.

"I used Mink of you, Grant, when I pulled out Monday
morning in best suit-cost fifteen dollars in those days." He
smiled a little a the recollection. "While you in overalls and an
old Vammus' we e going out into the field to plough, or husk
corn in the mud. ft made me feel uneasy, but, as I said, I kept
saying to myself, Ilis.turn'll come in a year or two.',But it didn't."

Ilis voice choked. Ile walked to the door, stood a moment,
came back. His eyes were full of tears.

telfiou, old man, many a time in my boardinghouse down to
the city, when I thought of the jolly times I was having, my heart
hurt me. But I said, 'It's no use to cry. Better go.,on and do the
best you can, and then help them afterward. There'll only be one
more miserable member of the family if you stay at home. Be-
sides, it seemed right to me to have first chance. But I never
thought you'd be shut off, Grant. If I had, I never would have
gone on. Come, old man, I want you to believe that." His voice
was very tender now and almost humble.

"I don't know as I blame you for that, How:," said Grant,
slo as the first time he had. called _Howard by his boyish
nickname. His voice was softer, too, and higher in key. But he
looked :teadily away.

"I went to New York. People liked my work.4 was very suc-
cessful, Grant; .store successful than you_regize....I-could-have
.helped you at any -time: -There's no use lying about it. And I
ought to have done it; but some way-it's no excuse, I don't mean

-it for an excuse, only an explanation-some way I got in with the

boys. I don't mean I was a drinker and all that. But I bought
pictures and kept a horse and a yacht, and of course I had to. pay
my share of all expeditions, and-oh, what's the user

He broke off, turned, and threw his open palms out toward his
;brother, as if throwing aside the last attempt at an excuse.

did neglect you, and it's a damned shame! and I ask your
'forgiveness. Come, old man!"

He held out his hand, and Grant slowly approached and took
it. There wa,sa_little-silene-Then-Howard went on, his voice -
trembling, the tears on his face.

"I want you tri let me help you, old man. That's the way to
forgive me. Will you?"

"Yes, if you can-help me."
Howard squeezed his hand.-"That's all right, old man. Now you

.make me a boy again, Course I can help you. I've got ten -"
"I don't mean that, How." Grant's voice was very grave*.

"Money can't give me a chance now."
"What do you mean?"
"I mean life ain't worth very much to me. I'm too old to take a

new start. I'm a dead failure. rye come to the conclusion that
life's a failure for ninetynine per cent of us. You can't help me
now. It's too late."

The two men stood there, face to face, hands clasped, the on'
fair,sldnnert full-lipped, handsome in his neat suit; the ottn
tragic, sombre in his softened mood, his large, long, rugget!
Scotch face bronzed with sun and scarred with wrinklm that ha,.;
histories, like sabre-cuts on a veteran, the record of his battles.
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p.-Igallmam the Sierra Nevada-Maateifia;Jonfikailr-----
1

John Muir was.k naturalist, explorer, and a leader in the conservation
movement during the Progressive Era. In the following passage he offers his
description of the Sierra Nevada fountains marked by his values and by his
skill in understanding thoworld of nature. Apply the RSVP model to Muirts
performance in the mountains and bo other performances noted.

Early one bright morning in the middle of Indian sum-
mer, while the glacier rneadows were still crisp with
frost crystals, I set out from the foot of Mount Lyell, on
my way citnn to Yosemite Valley, to replenish my ex-
hausted store of bread and tea. I had spent the past
summer, as many preceding ones, exploring the glaciers
that lie on the head waters of the San Joaquin, Tuol-
umne, Merced, and Owen's rivers; measuring and study-
ing their movements, trends, crevasses, moraines, etc.,
and the part they had pr during the period of their
greater extension in the creation evelopment of the
Iatals,p.:s of tl h alpine wonderland. e for this
land of wotk v..as neatly over for the year, and I began
to look forward with delight to the approaching winter
with its wondrous storms, when I would be warmly
snow-hound in my Yosemite cabin with plenty of bread
and hooks; but a tinge of regret came on when I con-
sidered that possibly I might not see this fave nte region
again until the next summer, excepting distant views
from the heights about the Yosemite walls.

To artists, few portions of the High Sierra am, strictly
speaking, picturesque The whole massive uplift of the
range is one 'great picture, not clearly divisible into
smaller ones; differing much in this respect from the

older, and what may be called,riper_mourstains of the
Coast Range. All the landscapes of the Sierra, as we
have seen, were bora again, remodeled from base to-
summit by the developing icefloods of the latt glacial
winter. But all these new landscapes were not brought
forth simultaneously, some of the highest, where the ice
lingered longest, are tens of centuries younger than those
of the wanner regions below them. In general, the
younger the mountain-Iandscapcs,younger, I mean,
with reference to the time of their emergence from the
ice of the glacial period,the less separable are they into
artistic bits capableijof being made into' warm, sympa-
thetic, lovable pictures with appreciable humanity :in
them.

Here, however, on the bead waters of the Tuolumne,
is a group of wild peaks on which the geologist may say
that the sun has but just begun to shine, which is yet in

t' iteprinted from 11%2 Mountains or California(New York: Doubleday & Comparky
1961), PP. 38-47. Copyright 1894 by John Muir.
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a high degree picturesque, and in its main featurn so
regular and evenly balanced as almost to appear con-
ventional-one somber cluster of snowladen peaks with
gray pine-fringed granite bosses braided around its base,
the whole surging free into the sky from the head of a
magnificent valley; whose lofty walls are beveled away
on both sides so as to embrace it all without admitting
anything not strictly belonging to it. The foreground was
now aflame with gunman ciplors, brown and purple and
gold, ripe in the mellow sunshine; contrasting brightly
with the deep, cobalt blue 6f the sky, and the black and
,gray, and pure, spiritual white of the rocks and glaciers.

-Down through-the-midsthe-yenmg-Ttiolikane was seen
pouring from its crystal fountains,. now resting in glassy
pools as if changing back again into ice, now leaping in
white cascades as if turning to snow; gliding right and
left between granite bosses, then sweeping on through
the smooth, meadowy levels of the valley, swaying pen-
sively from side to aids with calm, stately gestures past

dipping willows and sedges, and around groves cf sr-
rowy pine; and throughout its whole eventful course,
whether flowing fast or slow, singing loud or low, ewe
filling the landscape with spiritual animation, and mani-

.1_____futing=thazgrandlaraary_znoanots-sour-ces ent
and tone.

Pursuing my lonely way down the valley, I turned
again and again to gaze on the glorious picture, throw-
Eng up my inns to inclose it as in a frame. After long
ages of growth in the darkness beneath the glaciers,
through sunshine and storms, it seemed now to be ready
and waiting for the elected artist, like yellow wheat for
the reaper; and I could not help wishing that I might
carry colors and brushes with me on my travels, and
learn to paint. In the mean time I had to be content
with photographs on my mind and sketches in my note-
books. At length, after I had rounded a precipitous
headland that puts out from the.west wall of the valley,
every peak vanished from sight, and I pushed rapidly
along the frozen meadows, over the divide between the
waters of the Merced and Tuolumne, and down through
the forests that clothe the slopes of 5:3oud's Rest, arriv-
ing in Yosemite in due time-which, with me, is any
time.-Andystrange-to-say,-among_the_first_people-1-met
here were two artists who, with letters of introduction,
were awaiting my return. They inquired whether in the
course of my explorations in the adjacent mountains I
had ever come upon a landscape suitable for a large
painting; whereupon I began a description of the one
that had so lately excited my dmkation. Then, as I went
on further and further into tails, their faces began to
glow, and I offered to guide em to it, while they de-
dared that they would gladly follow, far or near, whith-
ersocver I could spare the time to lead them.

Since storms might come breaking down through the
fine weather at any time, burying the colon in snow,

I

and cutting off the artists' retreat, I advised getting ready
a

1

t once.
I led them out of the valley by the Vernal and Nevada

--FTITE1 rerFe71Eiry tre-main-dividing-ridge-to- the Big
Tuolumne Meadows, by the olltdono trail, and thence

. along the upper Tuolumne River to its bead. This was
my companions' first excursion into the High Sierra, and
as I was almost always alone_in my Thatnitaineefing, the
way that the fresh beauty was reflected in their faces
made for me a novel and interesting study. They natu-
rally were affected most of all by the colors-the intense

_
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azure of the sky, the purpitsh grays of the granite, the
red and browns of dry meadows, and the translucent
purple and crimson of huckleberry bogs; the flaming
yellow of aspen groves, the silvery flashing of the
streams, and the bright green and blue of the glacier
lakes. But the general expression of the scenery-rocky
arid savage seemed sadly disappointing; and as they
threaded the forest from ridge to ridge, eagerly scanning
the landscapes as they were unfolded, they said: "AB
this is huge and sublime, but we see nothing as yet at
all available for effective pictures. Art is long, and.art is
limited, you know; and here are foregrounds,-riaddle,
grounds, backgrOuilds;cillalike;bare -rock-waves,
woods, groves, diminutive flecks of meadow, and strips
of glittering water." 'Weyer mind," I replied. "only bide
a wee, and I will show you something you will like.'

At length, toward the end of the second day, the
Sierra Crown began to come into view, and when we had
'fairly rounded the projecting headland before men-
tioned, the whole picture stood revealed in the flush of
the alpenglow. Their enthusiasm was excited beyond
bounds, and the more impulsive of the trio, a young
Scotchman, dashed ahead, shouting and gesticulating
and tossing his arms in the air like a, madman. Here, at
last, was a-wwitilrnik-aie woe.

After feasting awhile on the view, I proceeded to
make camp in a sheltered grove a little way back from
the meadow, where pine-boughs could he obtained for
beds, and where there was plenty of dry wood for fires,
while the artists tan here and there, along the rivet-
bends and up the sides of the caftan, choosing fore-
grounds for sketches. After dark, when our tea was made
and a rousing fire had been built, we began to make our
plans. They decided to remain several days, at the least,
while I concluded to make an excursion in the mean
time to the untouched summit of Ritter.

It was now about the middle of October, the spring- ',
time of snow-flowers. The first winter-clouds had al-
ready bloomed, and the peaks were strewn with fresh
crystals, without, however, affecting the climbing to
any dangerous extent. And as the weather was still pro-

.. foundly calm, and the distance to the foot of the moun-
tain only a little more- than-a-dayTI-felt-that I was run-
ning no great risk of being storm-bound.

Mount Ritter is Icing of the mountains of the middle
portion of the High Sierra, as Shasta of the mirth and
Whitney of the south sections. Moreover, as far as I

icriolv, it had never been climbed. I had explored the __

adjacent ikildFrOti-surninernftei-surnmer, but my
studies thus far had never drawn me to the top of it. its
height above seaevel is about 13,300 feet, and it is
fenced round by steeply inclined glaciers, and cafloire
of tremendous depth and ruggedness, which render it
almost inaccessible. But difficulties of this kind only ex-
bilarsite the mountaineer.

Next morning, the artists went heartily to their work
and Ito mine. Former experiences had given good reason
to Itnat that assionate storms, invisible as t mi

brooding in the calm sun-go ; erefore, before
bidding farewell, I warned the artists not to be alarmed
should I fag to appear before a week or ten days, and
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4dtveiscu tnem, m case a snow -stoma should-set in; to keep-
up big fires and shelter themselves as best they could,
and on no account to become frightened and attempt to
seek their way back to Yosemite alone through the drifts.

Hy general plan was simply this: to scale the canon
l, cross over to the eastern Bank of the range, and

then make my way southward to the northern spurs of
Mount Ritter in compliance with the intervening topog-
raphy; for to push on directly southward from camp
through the innumerable peaks and pinnacles that adorn
this portion of the axis of the range, however interesting,
would take too Much time; besides being extremely dift;
cult and dangerous at this time of year.

All my first day was pure pleasure; simply mountain-
eering indulgence, crossing the dry pathways of the an.
dent glaciers, tracing happy streams, and learning the
habits of the birds and marmots in the groves And rocks.
Before I had gone a mile from camp, I came to the foot
of a white cascade that beats its way down a rugged
gorge in the canon wall, from a height of about nine
hundred feet, and pours its throbbing waters into the
Tuolumne. I was acqua kited with its fountains, which,
fortunately, lay-in my course. What a fine traveling com-
panion it proved to be, what songs it sang, and how pas-
sionately it told the mountain's own joy! Gladly I
climbed along its dashing bordcr, absorbing its divine
musi$, and bathing From time to time in aftings of
irised spray. Climbing higher;Itighet-tiew-beauty-cairte'
streaming on the sight: painted meadows, late - blooming
gardens, peaks of rare architecture, lakes here and there,
shining like silver, and glimpses of the forested middle
region and the yellow lowlands far in the west. Beyond ,
the range I saw the so-called Mono Desert, lying dream-
ily silent in thick purple lighta desert of heavy sun-
glare beheld frorfra desert of ice-burnished granite. Here
the waters divide, shouting in glorious enthusiasm, and

falling eastward to vanish in the volcanic sands and dry
sky of the Great Basin, or westward to the Great Valley
of California, and thence through the Bay of San Fran-
cisco and the Golden Gate to the sea.

Passing a little way down over the summit uste I had
reached an cleeation of about to,000 feet, I pushed on
southward toward a group of savage peaks that stand
guard about Ritter on the north and west, groping my
way, and dealing instinctively with every obstacle as it
presented itself. Here a huge gorge would be found cut-
ting across :nyt path, along the:dizzy edge of which I
scrambled until some less precipitous point was discov.
cred where I might safely venture to the bottom and
then, selecting some feasible portion of the opposite
wall, reascend with the same slow caution. Massive, flat-
topped spurs alternate with the gorges, plunging ab-
ruptly from the shoulders of the snowy peak; and plant-
ing their feet in the warm desert. These were everywhere
marked and adorned with characteristic sculptures of
the ancient glaciers that swept over this entire region
like one vast feewind, and the polished surfaces pro-
duced by the ponderous flood arc still so perfectly pre-
served that in many places the sunlight reflected from
diem is about as trying to the eyes as sheets of snow.

kept in notion Long enough in California to grind
dent soil fur a glorious abundance of life, though most
of the grist has been carried to the lowlands, leaving
these high regions comparatively lean and bare; while
the post-glacial agents of erosion have not yet furnished
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sufficient available food- over the- silent-surface
more than a few tufts of the hardiest plants, chiefly ear: .

ices and eriogonre. And:it is interesting to ham In this
connection that the sparseness and repressed character
of the vegetation at this height is caused more by want
of soil than by harshness of climate; for, here and there,

in sheltered hollows (countersunk ben ath the general'
surface) into which a few rods of wet ground moraine
chips have been dumped, we find tro of spruce and
pine thirty to forty feet high, trimmed around the edges
with willow and huckleberry bushes, and oftentimes still
further by an outer ring of tall grasses, bright with lu-
pines, larkspurs, and showy columbines, suggesting I:
climate by no means repressingly severe. All the streams,
too, and the pools at this elevation are furnished with
little gardens wherever soil can be made to lie, which,
though making scarce any show at a distance, constitute
charming surprises to the appreciative observer. In these
bits of leafiness a few birds find grateful homes. Having
no acquaintance with man, they fear no ill, and Hock
curiodsly about the strangbr, almost allowing themselves
to %.te taken in the ,hand. In so wild. and so beautiful a
region was spent my first day, every sight and sound
inspiring, eading one far out of himself, yet feeding and
building up his individuality.

Now came the solemn, silent evening. Long, blue,
spiky shadows crept out across the-snow-fields, -while a
rosy glow, at first scarce discernible, gradually deepened
and suffused every mountain-top, flushing the glaciers
and the harsh crags above them. This was the alpen-
glow, to me one of the most impressive of all the ter-
restrial manifestations of Cod. At the touch of this divine
light, the mountains seemed to kindle to a rapt, religious
consciousness, and stood hushed and waiting like devout
worshipers. Just before the alpenglow began to fade,
two crimson clouds came streaming across the summit
like wimp of flame, rendering the sublime scene yet
more impressive; then came darkness and the stars.

Icy' Ritter was still miles away, Nit I could proceed
no farther that night. I found a good campground on
the rim of a glacier basin about sit,000 feet above the
sea. A small lake nestles in the botiom of it frosts whicb

I got water for my ten, and a stormbeaten thicket near
by furnished abundance of resiny fire-wood. Somber
peaks, backed and shattered, circled baif -way around
the horikon, wearing a savage aspect ie the gloaming,
and a waterfall chanted solemnly across the lake on its
Way down from the foot a glacier. The fall and the
lake and the glacier were almost equally bare; while
the scraggy pines anchored in the rock-fissures were so
dwarfed and shorn by storm-winds that you might walk
over their tops. In tone and aspect the scene was one of
the most desolate I over beheld. But the darkest scrip-
tures of the mountains are illumined with bright pas-
sages of love that never fail to make themselves lambert
one is alone.

I made my bed in a nook of the pinethicket, where
the branches were pressed and crinkled overhead Pike a
reef, and bent down around the sides. These a
nest e c mm era t e ig mountains affordsnug as
squirrel-nests, well ventilated, full of spicy odors, and
with plenty of wind-played needles to sing one asleep.
I little expected company, but, creeping in through a
low side-door, I found five or six birds nestling among
the tassels. The night-wind began to blow soon after
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dark; at first only a gentle breathing, but increasing to-
ward midnight to a rough gale that fell upon my leafy
roof in ragged surges like a cascade, bearing will sounds
from the crags overhead. The waterfall sang in chorus,
filling the old ice-fountain with its solemn roar, and
seeming to increase bi power as the night advancedfit
voice for such a landscape. I had, to creep out many
times to .the fire during the night, for it was biting cold
astnar.d I had no blankets. Gladly I welcomed the morning

The dawn in the dry, wavering air of .the desert was
glorious. Everything encouraged my undertaking and
betokened success. There was no cloud in the sky, no
storm-tone in the wind. Breakfast of bread and tea was
soon made. I fastened a hard, durable crust to my belt
by way of provision, in case I should be compelled to
pan a night on the mountain-top; then, securing the re.
mainder of my little stock against wolves and wood-rats,
I set forth free and hopeful.

How glorious a greeting the sun gives the mountains!
To behold this alone is worth the pains of any excursion
a thousand times over. The highest peaks burned like
islands in a sea of. liquid shade. Then the lower peaks
and spires caught the glow, and long lances of light,
streaming through many a notch and pass, fell thick on
the frozen meadows. The majestic' form of Bitter was
full in sight, and I pushed rapidly on over rounded rock.
bosses and pavements, my iron-shod shoes making a
clanking sound, suddenly hushed now and then in rugs
of bryanthus, and sedgy lake-margins soft as moss. Hem,
too, in this so-called land of desolation," I met eassiope,
growing in fringes among the battered rocks. Her blos-
soms had faded long ago, but they were still clinging
with happy memories to the evergreen sprays, and still
so beautiful as to thrill every fiber of one's being. Winter
and summer, you may hear her voice, the low, sweet
melody of her purple bells. No evangel among ail the
mountain plants speaks Nature's love more plainly than
cassiope. Where she dwells, the redemption of the cold-
est solitude is complete. The very rocks and glaciers
seem to feel her presence, and become imbued with bet
Own fountain sweetness: All thing were warming and
awakening. Frozen rills began to flow, the marmots
came out of their nests in boulder-piles and climbed
Sunny rocks to bask, and the dun-headed sparrows were
flitting about seeking their breakfasts. The Likes seen
from every ridge-top were brilliantly rippled and span-
gled, shimmering like the thickets of the low Dwarf
Pines. :
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G. OlPioneers, Willa Cather

The following emcerpt from Willa Catheris 001-ix le ars describes the lifestyle of
a pionerr woman in the West at the turn of the century. Consider her relation-
ship with her family and with her environment. Apply the RSVP node/ to her life-
style. What does her performance mean to you today?

When they went back to the kitchen the boys
sat down silently at the table. Throughout the
meal they looked down at their plates and did
not lift their red eyes. They did not eat much,
although they had been working in the cold all
day, and there was a rabbit stewed in gravy for
supper, and prune pies.

John Bergson had married beneath hiM, but
he had married a good housewife. Mrs. Berg-
son was a fair-skinned, corpulent woman, heaVy
and placid like her son, Oscar, but there was
something comfortable about her; perhaps it
was her own love of comfort. For eleven years
she had worthily striven to maintain some sem-
blance of household order amid conditions that
made order very difficult. Habit was very
strong with Mrs. Bergson, and her unremitting
efforts to repeat the routine of htr old lifeamr:ng
new surroundings had done a great deal to keep
the family from disintegrating morally and get-

ting careless in their ways. The Bergsons had
a log house, for instance, only because Mrs.
lIcrgion would not live in a sod house. She
missed the fish diet of her own country, and
twice every summer she sent the boys to the
river, twenty miles to the southward, to fish
for channel cat. When the children were little
s!;e used to load them all into the wagon, the
baby in its crib, and go fishing herself.

Alexandra oftensaid that if her mother were
c.-nt upon a desert island, she would thank God
far f..er deliverance, make a garden, and find
r :ne thing to preserve. Preserving was almost

Indnia with Mrs. Bergson. Stout as she was,

ita
* fie,,rinted from *Ma Cather, 0,Pioneers(boston: Houghton,Nifflin Company,
1013), pp.28 -30.
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Ae-reamed-the-scrubby banks of Norway Creek
1...oking fortfox grapes and goose plums, like a
v. PA creature in search of prey. She made a yel-
1 :A- jam of the insipid ground-cherries that grew
i 3 the prairie, flavoring it with lemon peel; and
!.e made a sticky dark conserve of garden toma-

tr. e. She had experimented even with the rank
I-3 tTalo-pea, and she could, not see a fine bronte

,c..: ter of them without s aking her head and
::.rrntiring, "What a pit !" When there was
t.-,thing more to preserve, she began to pickle.
The amount of-sugar she u ed in these processes
was sometimes a *bus clOtin upon the family
resources. She was a good }pother, but she was
glad when her children were old enough not to
be in her way in the kitchen. She had never
quite forgiven John Bergson for bringing her
to the erid of the earth; but,. now that she was
there, she wanted to be let alone to reconstruct
her oldlifeln-so-faras-that--was poisible. She
could still take some comfort in the world if
she had bacon in the cave, glass jars on the
shelves, and sheets in the press. She disap-
proved of all her neighbors because of their
slovenly housekeeping, and the women thought
her very proud. Once when Mrs. Bergson, on
her IA ay to Norway Creek, stopped to see old
Mrs. Lee, the old woman hid in the haymow
"for fear Mis' Bergson would catch her bare..
foot. "

/
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1. INTRODUCTION: Getting at the Meaning of Lifestyles

Cervanqs' remark, "Forewarned is forearmed," applies with equal
validity today. Wenee0 tO cope with the variety and rapidity of changes
which are taking place, so that we will be adequately prepared to asdume
a responsible role in the future. Most students of.contemporary society
agree that changes will continue to confront Americans, as well aepersons
of all nations; the only unanswered question is whether that change will be
plannecbor unplanned, manageable or unmanageable.

Todit*_we are bar*agedwithacontinuous fIdw oflifhfthition and-images
about the 'present and future. Many different lifestyles are suggestedhy
the media, but we may not know how to sort among them tin afty syiteiatic or
creative manner, to chooSe our own style of living. We msesee a documentary
television program abouttmonks in an American monastery one day, and read a
magazine article about airural commune the next. We might picture ourselves
as future astronauts,.huitling through space in the confines of a rocket ship;
or as pioneers in an undersea colony. The problem is that we have more options
today than ever before. row shall we choose?

Some elements of lour lifestyles tomorrow are already in clear view. We
know, for exasple, that At will be more difficult to find solitude, "far from
the-madding crowd," in a world growing ever more populated. We can predict
that clean air and water, abundant recreational racilitieis, open spaces and
unprotected wildlife will be increasingly expensive and rare. With the
advent of freew4ys and rapid transit systemi, mobility and a faster pace of
life have already become a reality for millions, who live in or near vast
urban areas. Futurists tell us that technology will continue to change our
lives in many ways, including everything from faddish gadgets to revoluttonary
new techniques such as biomedical engineering and computerized informati n
systems. We will become acquainted with many more persoris than our grand
parents did, but it will be more difficult to.find time fox close, gradual
friendships to develop, since our jobs and pleasure trips will keep us on the
move. -Living space will be defined more specifically as: there will be less
Of it available per person; on the other hand, new materials t techniques
may make housing far cheaper and more varied than it is today.

H?w can we become prepared for the environment which we must inhabit
tomorrow? What new techniques car we develop to aid analysis and guide. choice
so that our lives may be rich beyand the wildest imaginations of a Spanish
pirate on the Main? Let's first look at a fourway approach to studies of
change and the future which may provide a framework for such analysis; then
offer some specific comments on the use of literature to approach this problem
of deciding.

One may divide the study of change and the future into four component
parts, as folltws:

.A. Analysis of the way things are Here we describe those elements
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which.are evident within the present lifestyles of Americans, jiist as some
of the above description illustrates. When we have pointed out a share of
what can be observed, we should determine our own personal feelings and
values about aspects of those present day lifestyles. We should raise
questions-about the social norms which ight be expressed regarding certain
relative3y recent aspects of modern liv ng patterns, and attempt to reconcile'
our own feelings with these, social no Society, for exemPlet frowns on
couples living together if unmarried, t this custom is in fact increasingly
common among contemporary American gout. Aswe consider the importance of our
own priorities, and those of our "fellciw Americans;" we may gain some per-

B: Analysis, of the an/others/s ciety would like things to- bety I,i

spective on the problem of choosing an decision-making.

For several thousand years, men Ire been writing and arguing about utopia,
or "the perfect life," as we often call it today: We can develop our own
definitions of "the perfect life," and try to compare our definitions to
mull-over reasons for valor differences in definition. Perhaps we could
talk to other persons or do research into the ideals which have been pre-
sented through ethical and religious expresiions, political statements and
litersry-aitistic interpretations. We could eveniPrepare position papers
that seek to identify or relate their personal views of utopia with one or
more "school;;" of thought on what the ideal lifestyle should hold.

1

C. .Analysis of the wathings could be: This portion of the study
involves determining the specifitactions which an individual or group ,of
individuals might take to change a lifestyle or pattern of living. It will
require that we take a stand, to Ivote with our actions." We should weigh
the cost of various possible actions which might be undertaken. They should
be given the opportunity to prectiOe "dry runs " -of potential activities within
role-playing or simulated situations, followed by evaluations of the feelings
and thoughts of both participants and observers. The class should confront
the question, "Can our old-institUqods and approaches be stretched to deal
effectively with the challenges of today and tomorrow? Can we put new _ .___ --

wine in old wineskins, without the skins splitting apart?" This portion of
the study should not be talk and practice alone, however; students should
actually.decide on, and take some action relatingto their lifestyles and
their community, country or world.

D. Analysis of the way things pro ably will be: This section asks
students to learn about the future in systematic, reasonLbly organized
manner, after having worked through their own priorities and those of cow-
temporary society, and after having recognized that they caw-make an input
into 'what happens. Students should do research on predictions of the future,
as_those,predictions relate to the lifeltyles of each of us, individually
and corporate*. They should ask, as they study, how lifestyles will change
in regard to--,;5he-Tollowing-ifieEifit areip:

1) Land use and environmental attitude
2) Defense activities-of people-(corlflicts, agression, etc.)
3) Play actiVitia-Uf-people (recreation patterns)
4) Economic activities (the. nature cl-progress-i-etcv)---
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5) Fdmily pattern0 and activities {How many children
family, who raises the kids,-etc?)

6) Religious-Ceremonial-betief structure activities
7) Learning and educations patterns

iir forms a

\

\

\ -------4----.
The goal of such,a study, beiyond assisting us to Bete ine kur own

priorities and methods for choosIng, is even more to open p bp: young people

the combination of.delight and 4rror which comprises man'4 immediate future,
and to help and encourage them t4 become participants within thae4uture.
As the illustratiop of the model\shown here suggests, it id, at thd:point
where present and !future, the deddrable and the actual mee, that change
actually occurs. Ifiour students\ ican gain insight into lo ating arid
manipulating these "hrucibles of 4hange," they will be abl to makeNd
significant impact oh the world. \

1, \
L 1

The unit Ach-ftalows present a series of fictional accounts of \what
. _

1. 1

America is today, and what it could become tomorrow. Soot of_the_selections_-asuggest happy-pleasant-lifeNtyrfillid with creativity} a6d2warmtii,\while
others posit conflicts and crises which make life rOjserabl' . The readings

r
......

were selected to-point up several key ideas:
1

,

1. One may choose his lifestyle if pe knows how, or he miy become locked
Into a rigid pattern thatcustom rd ignorance will perpetuate; \

2. LifesfYles are ati-11T-to-a-lergeextent, influenced) bly the environment--
i

.

-
1

and the view of our environment which --we hold; I
k

i k

3.Timeandsfirci-i 1elationshipsarenotftheychangeaspan's per- \

. ceptioh of the uses of time and space vary;

i

i 1
1

f

' \

tolet
4. _Imagination may be a 'valuable ool when we attempt Co confront a world 1

not y4 here--students should $e encouraged, at least we kly

f
their reative fantasies take Alih just for praciice;

L
5.- The. pio blems of tomorrow can, .in many case, be discerned today; with

.
1

effective planning and action, we can avert the potential crises suggest 4d
in some of the readings.

.
^

1
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2. Alternative Lifestyles

A. Life in Prison

What would Jaur_lifestyle be like if you lived in a prison? This isa quest on Eldridge
Cleaver attempts to answer in this reading from Soulon Ice. Cleaver, a Black militant and brilliant

intellectual, is clearlynot typical of the typical prison inmate. Still, his impressions of life"inside" may be more relevant for our own understandings of prisons, andthe way in which he organizes his time may raise some interesting questionsfor our own lives.*

Discussion Questions:

1. What restrictions-are placed on the prisoner which would not applyto people on the "outside"?

2. What are some of the things which Cleaver can 0 with his "free time"?How does his attitude toward time differ from a non-prisoner's, basedupon his environment?

3. What relationships are possible within the prison environment? Howdoes that environment make relationships more, and less, honest and open?
4. What other kinds of prisons can you think of which people rm:lcupy?(These need not be formal jails as we usually think of them.)
5. If you lived in a prison, what would be your attitude toward space,time, and other persons? How would you organize your lifestyle differently?

Allay in Folsom Prison

*Reprinted from Eldridge Cleaver, Soul on Ice (New York: Dell PublishingCo., Inc., 1968), pp. 49-56.
4
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B. The Life

Not many
monastery or

of a Modern Monk

people think seriously of withdrawing from the "world" into a
convent any more, although there still are individuals who do

make that decision. In return for giving up all his worldly gbods, the monk
enters a life of physical labor, prayer, quiet hours of meditation, and a
closely-knit brotherhood of fellow monks. Thomas Merton, a successful writer,
chose the monastic life in the 1940.s, and continued in it until his death in
1969. His autobiography, The Seven-Storey Mountain, and other works, raise
a variety of issues which each of us might consider for ourselves.*

Discussion Questions

1. What patterns can be identified in the way the monks live at Gethsemani?
How do such patterns differ from those in your daily life? What contribution
can such patterns make to stabilizing or regulating one's life?

2. What are. the main values of the monks, as Merton sees them? Are any of
these values part of what we consider important in the "world"?

3. How much does Merton lose by entering the monastery? What does he give up?
What does he gain?

4. How does Thomas Merton view his environment (both within and outside the
monastery)? What difference do you think his lifestyle as a monk has
upon his view of the environment (and the way he acts within the en-
vironment)? .-

5. Uhat kinds of technological equipment do monks use? Does such technology
break their close connection with the land? If not, why does technology
have such an impact in other parts of modern snelopy,

*ThrmasMertonA Thomas Merton-Reader (Edited-bylhomae P. McDonnell)"
(NewlforkT Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1962).

1. "Prologue" from The Sift, of Jonas (1953)
2. "In the Monastic Community" from Unpublished manuscript of The Seven-Storey,

-Mountain (1948)
3. TWWEiTy of Sorrows" from The van Storey Mountain (1948)
4. "If Ever There Was A Country.... from The Waters of Siloe (1949)

4.
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C. A Country Story

Although the majority of Americans live in or,near large cities, amid
the hustle and bustle of tritionannedf_elitatr.
and all the other factors of the modern environment, some Americans still
prefer life in the country. Jesse Stuart is a Kentuckian who has chosen
to write about the special customs and lifestyles of people living in the
hills of eastern Kentucky. His stories tell of the special perceptions
these mountain folk have about nature; of their warmth and generosity; and
of their special beliefs. The reading offered here is a good example of
Stuart's work. As you read it, think about the questions which follow:*

Discussion Questions:

1. What does this story suggest about the qualities of a good neighbor?_

2. Which of his mother's attitudes toward nature appear to have made an
important impression upon the litttElWi, in the story? Why? How do
those attitudes come out during their "walk in_the moon shadows " ?_

3. Row much can we learn about families and family living patterns from
this story' In what ways are these patterns different from our own
in urban-suburban America?

4. What does the story suggest about the attitudes and actions which make
up life in your environment? Is there anything in the lifestyle of the
mountain people which might help you make decisions about the way you
want to live?

Walk in the moon shadows

*Reprinted from Jesse Stuart, "Walk in the Moon Shadows," Plowshare in Heaven
(New York: McCraw-Hifi Book Company, 1956).
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D. The Death of a Salesman_

Most contemporary Americans live in or near large towns or Cities.
Their jobs, family life, social relationships and attitudes are"often

ng, even flavorleamr--Pew-events-eeeuv-in-the-life of the average
American which could be called "world-shakirig,," yet the-foundations of

-Asany__lives are capable of being shaken by minor-events: -t-ArthurMiller's
play, "Death of a Salesman," captures this modern lifestyle, and makes it
personal by looking at Willy Loman and his family. Willy, a travelling
salesman for most of hislife, is faced with a past which he has reconstructed
in his imagination. He is tormented with failure in himself and in'his two
sons; Biff and Happy. He longs for the small pleasures of an aging man--
grandchildren, a garden, a pension, untroubled sleep. As you read the
following selections from this play, try to answer the questions. below :*

-------
Discussion Questions: ...=.1.1
17--KW-i4ould you describe the man-made environment in which tiii-LaiSa

family lives?

2. From the readings, what would you say are the attitudes of the characters
toward the natural and_manmade-environments? Do those attitudes affect
their actions?

3. How did Willy and Happy justify their decision not to break out of their
present lifestyle to seek a better one elsewhere? Were they happy with
their decisions?

4. Think about your family, or the. families of some of your friends. How
different are their lifestyles from those of the Lotman family? In what
ways are they similar?

5. Is it easy to change habits and customs we have held for a long time?
.List several ways you could begin to change a habit? Do your methods
promise likely success in changing?

*Reprinted from Arthur Miller, "Death of a Salesman" (New York: The
Viking Press, 1949), pp. 12-17, 22-24, 41, 72-73, 79-82.

A
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E. A Modern Communal Utqpia

The desire to create an ideal society has stimulated many writers over
the centuries to write utopian literature. Plato wrote the firat detailed
description of utopia in The Republic more than 2400 years ago. His ideal,
world was ruled by "philosopher-kings," whose wisdom would provide the
Greek version of the "good life" for all. In the sixteenth century-A.D., Sir
Thomas More wrote Utopia, about an imaginary world in which men could live
naturally and freely. The selections you are about to read are taken from
a modern 'utopia by the psychologist ,B. inner, Walden Two. Skinner
believes that human behavior_carrfemotivated towaR7O7peration and group
support in such a way_th-atimany people will be able to live together in an
ideal setting. Thejovel's title is taken from Henry David Thoreau's

-----WalataTthe famous book of a century go, in which Thoreau attempted to remove
himself from the modern world,' get "back to nature." By attempting to
combine behavioral psychology With the desire for simpler living patterns,
Skinner has developedatrinteresting alternative lifestyle to the rush, tension,
and competition of-modern life. In the novel,, several visitors (including
the narrator) to Walden Two are touring the commune. Their guide, Frazier,
was the founder of the community, and he does most of the talking.*

, Discussion Questions:

1. What are some criticisms of modern life which emerge ift these readings?
Do you agree with the criticisms?

2. What alternative lifestyle is presented by the author? How do you think
you would like living in a place like Walden Two? What else would you
want to know before moving there?.

3. The alternative lifestyle of the commune, even in utopian fiction,
involves a certain attitude toward the natural world which is different
from the attitudes normally found in our society. How would you describe
the attitudes toward the. environment held by people at Walden Two? In
what specific ways are their actions shaped by this attitude ?.

4. Do Old selections reprinted here motivate you to read the rest of the
book? How do n-yon feel about behavioral motivation such as we have used
here? about the behavioral motivations used in Walden Two?

*Reprinted from B,F. Skinner, Walden Two (New York: The Macmillan Company,
1948), pp. 19-23, 75-79, 138-144, 198-199.
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F. The Edict

A major contribution which science fiction often makes is to analyze
,1:e likely consequences of present-day lifestyles in a future setting.
Sometimes, the imagined world of the future is a happier, more pleasant
place, where people are able to express their creative talents, and where
they are free from the struggle to provide decent shelter, adequate food
and basic medical care for themselves and their families. But more often,
the future society is seen as an unpleasant alternative to the present.
In The Edict, the author foresees a world crowded beyond all limits, where
the environment is simple unable to provide food or other necessities for
even one more person. Privacy, open spaces, even trees and flowers, are all
long- vanished luxuries. The "Edict" referred to in the title-is-a-16:i passed
by the world government, forbAding the-birth-Of-AKY children for the next
thirty years. The penalty for violating the Edict is death for the baby and
its parents. The story tells of the wish of one couple, Russ and Carole,
for a real baby, not one of the robot replacements which the government offers.
It raises some difficult questions for us to think about as we consider our
own'Eountry,and the ways in which our lifestyles may be leading us into a
nightmarish future.*

Discussion Questions:

I. How many different lifestyles can you identity in this reading?
Are there more, or fewer choices in this vision of the future, than
in our own society today?

2. How does it feel to be crowded into a tightly-packed elevator, or to-
share your classroom with two other classes for a film or other activity?
Would you like to live that way all the time? Why or why not?'

3. What do trees and plants do to our everydiy world that you would miss,
if they were not there? Can you think of any places where the trees
and plants have vanished in our society? law do these places feel?
How do they look?

4. What happens to the old people in the future world of The Edict?
Do they like it? Would =like to live that way? How do we treat
our old people in modern America? Do they like it? (How could you
find out, if you don't know?).

5. What can we do in our present lifestyles to avoid the kind of future
this reading predicts? Do we have an obligation to future generations?

*Reprinted from Max Ehrlich, The Edict (New York: Bantam Books, Inc, 1972),
pp. 3-6, 45-47, 86-89..



G.The Space Merchants*

The novel from whith_these two readings have been selected
was written before the first satellite was launched, before the
space race between the United States and Russin;-and long before
any serious consideration of travel to Venus--a key element in 'this
story--was given by scientists. Yet The Space Merchants presents a
surprisingly familiar prediction of what life 'n the near futu-ke
might become. The authors foresaw an America run by gigantic adver-
tizing agencies which compete with one another for control of whole
continents. The hero of this story, Mitch Courtenay, is an adver-
tising executive for one of the corporations, Fowler Schocken Associ-
ates, who is given the job of planning an advertising campaign for
the colonization of Venus. His work is sabotaged by a secret under-
ground organization known as the "Consies," who are old-fashioned
conservationists, and he is shanghied to work as a contract laborer

aCentral American nutrient production plant. Here, he is ex-
posed to all of the consequences of high-pressure advertising on
ordinary consumers, and is invited to become a member of the "Con-
sies." He joins, at first to escape his captivity in the _factory,
but later seriously accepts the consequences of a conservationist
attitude toward life.

Discussion Questions:

1. What are the authors saying about the likely consequences of
society as it is now--do they predict a pleasant world?

2. Vhat does Venus represent for the advertising men? What does
it reveal about their attitude toward Earth's natural
resources?

3. Why would conservationists possibly have gone underground, as
an opposition group? .1s there any evidence today of "Consie"-
.type activity within our present world? (How about ecotage?)

4. What kind of attitudes toward nature (and consequent life-
styles) do you discover in this reading? Which attitudes and
lifestyles can'you associate yourself with most? Why?

*Reprinted from Frederik Pohl and C. M. Kornbluth, The Space
Merchants (New York: Ballantine Books, 1953), pp. 12-16, 81-86.
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The years immediately ahead will test this nation as
seriously as any we have known in our history. We have
plenty of debaters, blaWers, provocateurs. We don't
have plenty of problem-solvers. A relevant call to
action would address itself to that complacent lump of
Americans who fatten on the yield of this society but
never bestir themselves to solve its problems, to power-
ful men who rest complacently with outworn institutions,
and to Americans still uncirmitted to the values we pro-
fess to cherisi as a people.

-- John W. Gardner --
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